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COVER: Headlining this year’s Bonhams |Cars Arizona
auction consignments is this 1931 Duesenberg Model J
Convertible Sedan, formerly owned by Her Majesty 
Queen Maria of Yugoslavia, to be offered at an estimate of
$2,000,000-3,000,000. Photo courtesy Bonhams | Cars.
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START YOUR ENGINES : FROM THE PUBLISHER

“You don’t need a weatherman to know which way the wind blows,” sang Bob
Dylan. Nonetheless, as notoriously reality-based yet often unreliable as forecasts

can be, you still might want to poke your finger into the breeze.
All the buzz seems to be about EVs—their inevitability (for the past few years) and var-

ious hurdles to overcome (a bit more often currently). And yet internal combustion sol-
diers on, and with it—and with EVs, as well—comes the variety of vehicle type we’re all
very used to. Combining elements of both, our lineup in this issue may be noteworthy
for its particular balance. We have five SUVs and crossovers, three car-cars (two se dans
and one fastback coupe) and just one pickup truck (a midsize, a trend or growing subseg-
ment unto its own). Of these, just one of the sedans is an EV.

And what does it all mean? Something on the continuum from nothing to everything.
But it is interesting to take the pulse.

Speaking of knowing which way the wind blows, welcome to Arizona auction month.
In the collector world—as well as in the greater automotive enthusiast and buying worlds
—the results of these events are seen as bellwethers of the market at large, as well as the
economy. You’ll find locations, dates, times and early consignments for the five major
auction houses participating this year, as well as some of their special highlight events.
Many other events are tailored to fit into this timeframe, including the Arizona Concours
d’Elegance and Future Collector Car Show, and you’ll find info on all in this issue.

In addition, we have an array of Arizona motorsports and business news, in many
cases one and the same. Congratulations to new names, new people, awards won and
milestones achieved on many fronts.

Then when it’s time to get away? We have that covered, too, from an Arizona ghost
town to Las Vegas to the Honda Collection in greater LA, along with an update on
autonomous vehicles you may encounter on the freeways in Nevada and California.

Enjoy the ride! -- Joe Sage - Publisher/ Executive Editor
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▼ Shelby American has unveiled the
limited-edition Shelby F-250 Super Baja, a
truck built for both work and fun. Com bin -
ing Ford’s 6.7-liter Power Stroke tur bo die -
sel and Ford-designed-and-built TorqShift
10-speed automatic transmission with
Shelby tuned advanced off-road suspen-
sion, the heavy duty pickup pays special
attention to off-road capabilities, ad -
vanced technology, handling and tow ca -
pacity. Based on a Ford F-250 built at
Ford’s Kentucky Truck Plant and Ohio As -
sembly Plant, the edition of just 300 will
be available through select Tuscany and
Ford dealers across the US. A new suspen-
sion system designed by FOX Factory Per -
formance Vehicle Devel op ment in creases
ride height and travel, with im proved off-
road handling, atop 20-inch alloy wheels
bearing BFG KM3 37-inch tires, with a pair
of spares mounted on a steel chase rack in
the bed. The Shelby has a functional air
induction hood with extraction vent, pow-
der coated steel front and rear bumpers,
tow points, air flow vents and LED light-
ing. Features include a new front grille,
painted fender flares, XL power steps with
rock sliders and lights, bed liner, tinted
windows and powder coated exhaust tips.
Inside are full leather seat covers, accents
and embroidery, digital gauges, custom
car bon fiber accents, embroidered floor
mats and billet racing pedals. Exterior
Shelby stripes and Shelby Super Baja
badges outside and a CSM serialized plate
inside round out the vehicle package.

MSRP at announcement starts at
$154,995 for a Lariat Ultimate 4x4 Ford F-
250. The trucks come with their own 3-
year/36,000-mile warranty, and the pow-
ertrain warranty from Ford remains intact.
Each will be documented in the official
Shelby Registry.Interested individuals can
visit their local dealer or shelby.com.

▼ Audi of America is celebrating three

generations of the Audi TT with a Roadster
Final Edition (announced at the end of
2023 as a 2023 model). Finished in exclu-
sive Goodwood Green pearl effect (a series
production color for the first generation
TT Roadster), other unique elements in -
clude a modern Palo mino Brown interpre-
tation of the original TT’s baseball stitch
seats. Only 50 units are available for the
US market—you’ll have to see if any re -

main, or keep an eye on the auction cir-
cuit. The TT Final Edition is available only
as a roadster. In addition to those paint
and extended leather package colors, its
exclusive list of equipment not available
on other roadsters includes Audi magnetic
ride, a gray convertible top (as previously
applied to the 2019 TT Roadster 20th An -
niversary Edition), 20x9-inch 10-Y-spoke
forged wheels, carbon fiber inlays inside
and Audi S Line exterior details. The TT
Road ster’s S sport seats are also equipped
with neck-level heating for chilly days with
the top down and built-in seatbelt micro-
phones to optimize Bluetooth and voice
recognition. Taking a cue from the TTS,
this special TT’s Audi magnetic ride sus-
pension system adapts damping forces
depending upon driving situation, for in -
creased driving dynamics and lower cen-
ter of gravity (with a 10mm reduction in
ride height compared to standard suspen-
sion). The TT Roadster features a 228-hp
2.0-liter four-cylinder turbo engine with
258 lb-ft of torque, mated to an S tronic 7-
speed dual clutch transmission and quat-
tro all-wheel drive. The Audi TT Roadster

Final Edition went on sale in the US with
an MSRP of $67,800 plus destination.

▼ The new top Mercedes-AMG model is
the gen-two GT Coupé, com bining its high-
ly dynamic driving characteristics with in -
creased suitability for ev eryday use. High-
tech components such as the AMG Active
Ride Control suspension with semi-active
roll stabilization, standard rear-axle steer-

ing and ac tive aerodynamics sharpen the
driving profile. For the first time, its AMG
4.0: biturbo V8 feeds AMG Perfor mance
4MATIC+ fully variable all-wheel drive. Ex -
clusive architecture includes an elaborate

com posite aluminum body structure al -
lowing the car to be optionally configured
as an 2+2 seater. This layout means a very
generous interior for passengers and plen-
ty of space for luggage. The dimen sions
brought designers a new range of exterior
design possibilities—a long wheel base,
short overhangs and steeply inclined
windshield give the new AMG GT a com-
pact and powerful appearance, while pro-
portions from greenhouse to wheel arches
to front view signal a powerful, balanced
sports car that is also suitable for everyday
use. The side view has flowing surfaces
with no ribbing or edges, with re cessed
door handles, while an active rear spoiler
is seamlessly integrated into its large tail-
gate. Almost flush with the body, light-al -
loy wheels emphasize power and dy na -
mics. The vehicle became available as an
AMG GT 63 4MATIC+ Coupé with 585 PS
(±578 hp) in Europe in October 2023 and
arrives as an AMG GT 55 4MATIC+ Coupé
with 476 PS (±469 hp) in July 2024.

▼ On November 9, 1957, the green flag
waved twice on the freshly paved asphalt
— once for the christening of new Lagu na
Seca Raceway and once for the start of
its first sports car race: the 8th Annual Peb -
ble Beach National Championship Sports
Car Road Races. Though a first for Laguna
Seca, the event name was a carryover
from races that began in 1950 through the
Del Monte Forest of Pebble Beach—which
had also added a Concours d’Elegance, to
bring a social atmosphere to its race week-

end. By 1956, following a notable crash, it
was decided the Pebble Beach course was
not enough to handle rising horsepower,
but the race had become a mainstay and a
financial boon of the Monterey region. To

keep it going, at an August 1956 meeting
of the Monterey Special Events Com mit -
tee, it was suggested that a permanent
com mittee be formed to ex plore keeping
the Pebble Beach races on the Peninsula.
That committee later be came the non-
pro fit Sports Car Racing As sociation of the
Monterey Peninsula (SCRAMP), whose vis -
ion and perseverance would lead to es -
tablishing a race circuit known worldwide.
Obstacles ran from gaining permission for

its location at Fort Ord, a now-former field
maneuver and artillery target range, to
lessees with cattle grazing rights from the
Army on some of the property. All proper-
ty rights were retained by September, and
plans needed to be finalized for an early
No vember race weekend. Young Salinas
ar chitect Wal lace Holm was site develop-
ment chair and explained the track design
by literally drawing a rough diagram in the

dirt, then staked the course, and the bull-
dozers went to work. For one of the most
fa mous features in all of motorsports—
turns 8 and 8A, the Corkscrew—as the
story goes, a construction foreman drove
up the hill and told a bulldozer driver he
was going to lunch. When asked what the
plan was for the next phase of the track,
the foreman said just get down the hill any
way you can—and the hard-left, hard-right
combination famous throughout motor-
sports was created. The 9-turn course was
created in just 60 days at a cost of
$125,000, just in time for the inaugural
race on Novem ber 9-10, 1957. Since then,
the facility has hosted non-motorsports
events from the Pope to the Beach Boys
and Grateful Dead, while its reputation in
motorsports is legendary. Over this past
year, the County of Monterey Board of Su -
pervisors infused approximately $20 mil-
lion into site work, a complete surface
repaving plus a modern start/ finish bridge,
sponsored by Mission Foods, to connect
parking and hospitality areas with the race
paddock. After sponsorship by Mazda for
17 years, the venue is now sponsored as
WeatherTech Raceway Laguna Seca since
2018. The track celebrated its 66th birth-
day in November and is now into its 67th
year. The County-owned Laguna Seca Rec -
re ation Area is open daily for campers, rec -

reationalists and special events, from cars
and coffees to twilight bicycle rides, also
raising charitable donations. For in for ma -
tion including the 2024 season race sche -
dule, visit WeatherTechRaceway.com. 

▼ Dating back to its founding in 1950, the
Pebble Beach Concours d’Ele gance has

Mercedes-AMG GT 63 
4MATIC+ CoupéShelby F-250

Super Baja
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Audi TT Roadster
Final Edition

66 years of
Laguna Seca Raceway 
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raised over $38 million, with 2023 top ping
all prior years with a record $3,015,852.
Its annual charity drawing—in 2023 in -
cluding generous gifts from Infin iti, Lexus,
Lincoln and Mercedes-Benz—di rectly aids

several charities. Funds are distributed
through the Pebble Beach Company Foun -
dation to more than 95 local nonprofits,
with an emphasis on serving children, fo -
cusing on health and education. The Con -
cours and Foundation also support several
educational programs that encourage the
next generation of automotive enthusiasts
while celebrating the memory of inspira-
tional automotive leaders. The 73rd Peb -
ble Beach Concours d’Elegance will take
place on Sunday, August 18, 2024, cele-
brating Maserati, Pietro Frua Coachwork,
and the 125th anniversary of Packard. For
info, visit www.pebblebeachconcours.net.

▼ At the Lamborghini World Finals 2023
at Vallelunga Circuit in Italy in November,
Lamborghini unveiled the Huracán STO
SC 10° Anniversario, an Ad Per sonam Op -
era Unica celebrating a decade of Squadra
Corse and world of Lamborghini motor-
sport with an original performance kit and
dedicated livery. The livery is inspired by
the Lamborghini SC63, the hybrid proto-
type of the Hypercar/GTP class that the
brand will field in the world’s most presti-
gious endurance races in the 2024 racing
season, such as the 24 Hours of Le Mans
and the 12 Hours of Sebring. Colors for
the two-tone livery are Verde Mantis green
and Nero Noctis black, combined with a
tricolor band running entirely down the “co -
fango” and roof. Doors sport a “Squad ra
Corse 10° Anniversario” logo, celebrating
Lamborghini’s Motorsport division’s three
consecutive GTD class wins in the 24 Hours

at Daytona and more than 50 titles overall
in the GT3 category. The Squadra Corse
logo is featured on the rear fin that ex -
tends from the airscoop to the opposite
edge of the rear hood. The car also has a

full carbon fiber package including a thin
Rosso Mars red stripe that encompasses
the entire bodywork. Interior trim was se -
lected specifically for track use, with sport
seats in black with green stitching, four-
point seat belts and an aluminum roll bar.
A carbon fiber plaque on the rear firewall
certifies the car’s uniqueness.

▼ ICON founder Jonathan Ward has led
a vanguard of designers reinterpreting vin-

tage automotive designs and bringing
them back to modern day roads, famous
for reimaginings of classic Land Cruisers,
Broncos and Thriftmasters. Part of the
ICON Reformer series, their newest cus-
tom design is a 1970 Suburban, a hand-
built one-of-one, a million-dollar master-
piece with no detail spared, and the first
Suburban ever realized by Ward. The build
is inspired in part by the work of leg-

endary European architect Ludwig Mies
van der Rohe, celebrated for his use of
industrial steel, glass and the minimalist
mantra “less is more.” Designed with
naked steel and modern glass, the ICON
Suburban’s exteriors flow seamlessly into
Mies-inspired interior ap pointments that
pay homage to some of his most heralded
work in furniture. This ICON custom start-
ed life as a completely stock, original
paint, factory three-door 1970 Subur ban,
a vintage built with only three doors as a
safety measure, allowing backseat passen-
gers to only be able to exit the vehicle on
the curbside, safely away from traffic.
Upon the client’s request, the ICON team
fabricated a new fourth door for passen-
gers. Coincidentally, the family of the
client worked on the original Chevrolet
production line when this 1970 Suburban
was originally manufactured. In a fitting
tribute to the relative, ICON machined
their initials into the driver door handle’s
push button in honor of their work on the
production line. ICON partnered with
Nelson Racing Engines for a 1,000-horse-
power NRE Twin-Turbo Alien LS 427 with
900 lb-ft of torque, capable of comfortably
idling at 900 rpm with the AC on, in sum-
mer traffic. Power feeds through a 4L85-E
overdrive automatic. With rack and pinion
steering, it sit atop a one-off Art Morrison

four-wheel independent chassis, Dana 60
nodular rear end, high capacity hydro-
boosted Brembo brakes, custom HRE
wheels and ZR-rated tires. The interior is
accordingly stunningly detailed, with Mies
van der Rohe in mind throughout. The
price tag? $1.1 million. For more on
ICON’s 1970 Reformer Series Suburban
and upcoming project vehicles, visit
www.icon4x4.com. ■

1970 ICON
Reformer Suburban

Lamborghini Huracán
STO SC 10º Anniversario



Women in Motorsports North America (WIMNA)
presented some impressive awards to young

racers in their “Accelerate Her” contingency pro-
gram, during the third annual Women with Drive III
(WWD III) Summit—Driven by Mobil 1.

“The ‘Accelerate Her’ Contingency Program pre -
sented by Busch Light was one of our most im -
portant initiatives this year,” said Lyn St. James of
Phoe nix, former race driver and co-founder of
WIMNA. “It was designed to celebrate women dri -
vers’ success within the sport and help fuel and
fund opportunities for continuing to race and for
even more women to pursue driving careers in
NASCAR. Funding is key to success, and this pro-
gram was a fantastic reward that will likely change
the three winners’ racing lives. Presenting these
women with $200,000 between the three of them
was one of the year’s highlights for WIMNA."

This special program was a new WIMNA col-
laboration for 2023, open to wo men drivers 21 and
older pursuing racing careers in NASCAR. The mon -
etary rewards were based on race results through-
out the 2023 season, with a specially created
points system that em powers and rewards women
drivers based on their merit and race results. The
unique system incorporates several factors, in -
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cluding the length of races and level of compe-
tition, as well as individual racing results.

Sixteen drivers racing within eligible NAS -
CAR series participated in the program. These
life-changing honors went to three young
women to allow them to continue their racing
dreams. First place went to Julie Jorgenson, of
Lakeville, Minnesota, who won an impressive
$125,000; second place to Taylor Goodman, of
St. Louis Park, Minnesota, who was presented
with a check for $50,000; and third place to
Jennifer Hall, of Tucson, winning $25,000.

Hall notes, “Participating in the ‘Accelerate
Her’ program was the best decision I could have
made. I found the program to be extremely ben-
eficial, aiding me in my racing program and cre-
ating connections with people in the racing
community.”

WIMNA: Women in Motorsports North
Amer ica is a community of professional women
and men devoted to enabling opportunities for
women across all motorsport disciplines. Found -
ed as a 501c3 in April 2022, WIMNA is quickly
establishing its positive impact on motorsports,
supporting and creating resources that enable
women drivers, technicians, engineers, opera-
tions staff, business-related, media and more
to thrive in the industry. Best known for its Wo -
men with Drive Summit held each year, WIMNA
also provides resources, mentorship, coaching,
career connections and more. 

Learn more at womeninmotorsportsna.com.
You can also follow on Facebook, X (Twitter),

Instagram and LinkedIn.
WWD IV: The fourth annual Women with

Drive IV —Driven by Mobil 1 summit will be
held at In di  an   apolis Motor Speedway, Decem -
ber 9-10, 2024. Registration will open soon. ■
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“Accelerate Her ” winners
WOMEN IN MOTORSPORTS NORTH AMERICA
WOMEN WITH DRIVE III SUMMIT
Jennifer Hall of Tucson among those honored during
event hosted by Lyn St James at Phoenix Raceway

(left to right) WIMNA Executive Director and WWD III Co-Chair Cindy Sisson;
“Accelerate Her” first-place winner Julie Jorgenson; WIMNA Co-founder and

WWD III Co-Chair Lyn St. James; second-place winner Taylor Goodman; 
and Jennifer Hall, third place winner.



remove all the lively involvement this rear-driver is
known for, but does (along with electronics) keep
it well controlled. You will want to play with its
selectable-effort power steering to get your per-
fect combo. (You will also want to keep your tires
up to date, if your routine use is aggressive.)

A traditional gasoline V8 pony car doesn’t seem
to beg electronics, but the Mustang has plenty,
some of which are pretty cool. One such is a pow-
ertrain feature used for electronically setting quiet
times  —say you head out to work early every day
and want to give the neighbors a break, you can
permanently set a quiet time range and forget it,
re verting to maximum effect the rest of the time.

We’re not particularly fans of blip-shifting a.k.a.
rev-matching—a setup to ad just RPMs during a
shift to smooth out the transition—though we see
their purpose for eas ing a new manual-shift driver
into the game (and that we always support), and it
is increasingly included on the sadly small number
of re maining manual transmissions. We always
turn it off. (Fans of the feature may have differing

opinions.) In this car, however, it was generally
quite smooth, even when on (an exception be ing
coming to a stop, when you don’t even need it with
clutch already depressed, giving a strong double
blip that may just draw unwanted attention). 

Mustang’s 2024 lineup and price walk are quite
an accomplishment, spanning a more than twofold
price range, more than 50 percent power climb
and two basic body types (though not always). The
Premium level of each still avoids over lap, even
helping you avoid the torment of creating your
own overlap by optioning them up (although you
still can—on any). Bottom line is that the GT Pre -
mium V8 is only $9,600 more than an EcoBoost
four-cylinder Mustang (itself quite compelling in
its own right), while over $16,000 less than a Dark
Horse. And again, GT Premium offers a ragtop if so
inclined. The Dark Horse has its own gotta-have-it
factors, as any top-of-the-line build should. 

But sitting in front of us all, clear as a bell, is
the sweet spot occupied by the new—and most
powerful ever—Mustang GT. ■
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SPECIFICATIONS*
*As a pre-production unit, only preliminary techni-
cal specs were available—no horsepower, torque,
fuel requirement or fuel capacity, no ground clear-
ance or turning circle, and so on. We dug into the
consumer site and did other general research to
gather some of the specs presented here.

ASSEMBLY ..........................Flat Rock, Michigan
ENGINE......5.0L DOHC V8, naturally aspirated

w dual air boxes & throttle bodies, TI-VCT
dual port fuel dir inj, distributor-less w coil-

on-plug, cast alum block/heads w plasma
transfer wire arc cyl liners, steel oil pan

HP/TORQUE ..............................480 hp / 415 lb-ft
(ours w active exhaust) 486 hp / 418 lb-ft

COMPRESSION RATIO ....................................12:1
TRANSMISSION........Getrag MT-82 6-spd man
DRIVETRAIN .............RWD, 3.55 limited slip diff
SUSPENSION .........fully unitized steel chassis

w fully indep front/rear susp & perimeter
subframe, tower-to-tower brace and K-

brace w Performance Pkg; F: double-ball-
joint MacPherson strut, alum control arms,

opt MagneRide dampers, 33.3mm stblzr bar;
R: integral-link indep w coils, opt

MagneRide dampers, 24mm stblzr bar
STEERING......selectable-effort elec pwr asst,

normal, comfort, sport modes
BRAKES...........................F: 352 x 32mm vented, 

four-piston fixed caliper; R: 350 x 26mm
vented, single-piston floating

WHEELS ............(Perf Pkg) F: 319x9.0; R: 19x9.5 
TIRES .......................F: 255/40R19, R: 275/49R19, 

Y-rated summer-only
LENGTH / WHEELBASE ................189.4 / 107.0 in
GROUND CLEARANCE .......................................na
TURNING CIRCLE ...............................................na
HEADROOM (F/R)..............................37.6 / 34.8 in
LEGROOM (F/R).................................44.5 / 29.0 in
CARGO CAPACITY ..................................13.3 cu.ft
WEIGHT .............................................................na
FUEL / CAPACITY .................93 oct unl / 16.0 gal
MPG ..........................14/23/17 (city/hwy/comb)

BASE PRICE ........................................$46,015
GT PERFORMANCE PKG: track- focused incl front

tower brace, Torsen limited slip diff, wider
rear wheels, upsized Brembo brakes, cool-
ing brake ducts, aux engine oil cooler. (Pkg
also allows opt Recaro seats, Mag ne Ride
active suspension, active exhaust.) .......4995

NITE PONY PKG: black wheels, badges, mirror
caps, roof as applicable, headlamp bezels,
rear spoiler ..................................................1195

GT PREMIUM HIGH EQUIPMENT GROUP 401A:
B&O audio, illum door sill plates, premium
trim w color accents, security pkg, Ford Co-
Pilot360™ Assist, memory driver seat & side
mirrors w integrated turn signals ...........2900

ACTIVE VALVE EXHAUST ..................................1225
MAGNERIDE DAMPING SYSTEM ....................1750
FLOOR MATS: premium floor liners front/rear w

carpeted mats...............................................200
DESTINATION CHARGE ..................................1595

TOTAL ...................................................$59,875
Prices increased w gas guzzler tax; see below.

2024 FORD MUSTANG LINEUP
..........................................Fastback ...Convertible

EcoBoost ...........................$30,920 ........$39,020
EcoBoost Premium ........36,445 ..........41,945
GT ............................................42,495 .................---
GT Premium..................▼ 47,015 ..........52,515

+ GT California Special Pkg ............+1,995
Dark Horse .........................59,270 .................---
Dark Horse Premium ....63,265 .................---

Ford uses our sample’s color, Vapor Blue Metallic, in a great many of their own promotional
photos for the new model. Arguably more grey than blue, it looks Navy ship-like in the sun

and extra rich in the rain. By any measure, it’s certainly a benchmark paint color. Sweet.
BY JOE SAGE

W hen you are into Mustang, there are many
ways to go, as has been the case since

day one. In the current core Ford lineup (bearing in
mind Mustang is also a widely adapted basis for
many third parties), there are fundamentally three
builds —the most affordable and fuel-economical
315-hp EcoBoost 4-cylinders at the base; in the
mid  dle, the most powerful GT ever, with 480 horse -
power via the ever-popular 5.0-liter (302) Coyote V8;
and at the top a 500-hp 5.0-liter V8 Dark Horse.
Each also has a Premium version, so that makes
six. There is also a semi-separate California Spe -
cial version (officially a package) of the GT Prem -
ium, making seven. Most are available as a fast-
back (also called coupe or even fastback coupe),
while only some are al so available as a convertible.
An exception to all of the above is the California
Special, this time around convertible-only. All this
adds up to ten versions (see chart at low er right).

The one we’re driving here sits in a sweet spot
right about in the middle—an upper GT (Premium),
with 96 percent the horse power of a Dark Horse at
74 percent the price. Ours also adds active valve
exhaust for $1225, nudging horsepower up to 486
(97 percent the power at 76 percent the price).

The gen-seven Mustang dawns for model year
2024, but first appeared in Arizona a year ago, as
VIN 001 was auctioned off at Barrett-Jack son in
January 2023 (rais ing $565,000 for charity).

Despite this passage of time, our sample was a
pre-production unit, as supply chain constraints still
impact the entire industry. 

Ours adds a variety of desirable packages and
options (some options only available with the pack -
ages), bringing total cost into Dark Horse territory.
But of course you can option up a Dark Horse, too.

A manual transmission relies upon a parking
brake more than an automatic, and the new 6MT

Mustang features what looks like a conventional
cable-pull handle in the console, but is in fact an
electronic unit that functions by touch for parking,
while also able to unlock a set of cap a bilities emu-
lating hy draulic drift braking. This and our build’s
GT Per for mance Pack age are track-oriented, for
which we’ll have to wait for a dedicated event.

Most any manual transmission takes a moment
of ad justment, till you get your seat and leg play
just right. In this, however, the clutch and trans-
mission were smooth as can be from the get-go,
no adjustment needed. It is ready to rock. And
from surface streets to freeways, we were happy
as can be. In tight traffic, we had the power and
precision handling needed to tuck ourselves into
any perfect spot. As noted at the time: sweet.

Mustang’s change from dec ades of solid rear
axle (in al most all cases) to independent rear sus-
pension is most welcome. Note that this does not



A familiar name is returning to the
world-class motorsports facility at

Wild Horse Pass. With an outpouring of
support from the rac ing industry and
record-breaking attendance last year, the
Wild Horse Pass Development Authority
worked relentlessly to achieve different
routing for a new freeway overpass that
had been planned to go through the mid-
dle of Wild Horse Pass Mo tor sports Park
(see our May-June 2022 issue).

Success! With support from the Au thor -
ity and the Gila River Indian Com mun ity,
the venue (previously long known as Fire -
bird International Race way) will remain
open and is getting a new name: Firebird
Mo tor sports Park. 

The facility will be led by track manag-
er Casey Buckman and business adminis-
trator Connie Bopp, with more than 50
years of combined motorsports industry
ex perience. 

The world-class facility offers three road
course circuits, acres of pavement for
autocross and skidpad use, a quarter-mile
NHRA Drag Strip, drag boat racing, off-
road truck racing and more.

NHRA will return to Firebird Mo tor -
sports Park for the 2024 season with the
39th annual NHRA Arizona Nationals
from April 5-7, solidifying a continued
history of NHRA drag racing at the track.
Ticket renewals for the “Duel in the Des -
ert” were available immediately to return-
ing fans, and the general public can now
purchase tickets on the NHRA website,
NHRA.com.

Firebird Motorsports Park will welcome
events such as NHRA, Travis Pastrana’s
Nitrocross Series, off road racing, sports
car racing, car shows, drifting, team
bracket racing, concerts, festivals and
more. Radford Racing School will also
host its Dodge Demon Drag Racing and

other instructional-based racing classes at
the facility.

For more information and a lineup of
events, visit RaceFirebird.com. ■

Wild Horse Pass Development Authority (WHPDA)
is a business entity owned by the Gila River Indian
Community which is responsible for developing the
Wild Horse Pass Development Area, Gila River Bus -
iness Enterprises (GRBE), Gila River Displays (GRD),
Toka Sticks Golf Club and Four Points by Sheraton
at Phoenix Mesa Gateway Airport. 

The Wild Horse Pass Development Area is a
3,300-acre master-planned commercial develop-
ment zone and the Community’s premier tourist
destination. The Wild Horse Pass destination in -
cludes Sheraton Grand at Wild Horse Pass, Gila
Riv er Resorts & Casinos–Wild Horse Pass, Whirl -
wind Golf Club, Rawhide Western Town & Event
Center, Phoenix Premium Outlets, KOLI Equestrian
Center, Wild Horse Pass Motorsports Park, Rad -
ford Racing School and Huhugam Heritage Center.

For information, visit www.wildhorsepass.com.
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WILD HORSE PASS
MOTORSPORTS PARK
REBRANDS TO FIREBIRD
MOTORSPORTS PARK
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though no specification is given. As with the pow-
ertrain’s appropriately burly gearing and grunt,
how ever, it’s all suited to its most ambitious duties
— off-highway —and on the plus side is a remin -
der, or a positive feeling, of the truck’s general de -
gree of bigger-truck strength and capability.

Adjusted for its truckworthiness, the Trail Boss
proved very responsive in freeway traffic, nimbly
picking its speeds and lanes, all with no pushback
from the big tires. Though a formerly full-size truck
driver’s ego may be a bit humbled next to a much
larger truck, the ride is high and commanding. 

We also noticed we turned heads in this. Badg -
ing is very minimal (a nice touch), so was it recog-
nizable to Colorado cognoscenti? Or carrying extra

appeal in its own right? There’s no tel ling, but it’s
always a good feeling.

On a comprehensive off-pavement run, we did
one pass in 4Auto, then another in 4HI, both work-
ing just fine. We dabbled in modes, which include
self-explanatory normal and tow/haul, as well as
a choice among off-road, terrain and Baja, any of
which may sound just right. But Baja is for high-
speed sand runs, and terrain is for low-speed rock
crawling with throttle control—it’s off-road you
might use here, if any, though performance is gen-
erally great right out of the box.

Though ignition is keyless, you need a key for
the door, suggesting perhaps a struggle be tween
price point and available parts—cheaper key-op -
erated locks were probably on hand, a keyed ig ni -
tion perhaps not. Keyless-everything is first availa -
ble at the LT level, but LT adds cost and fanciness,
both of which the Trail Boss seeks to avoid.

We have high appreciation for the principle be -
hind the new Colorado Trail Boss—off-road cap -
ability approaching ZR2, but with a simpler interi-
or that both keeps costs down and lets you treat it
a little tougher. And on this it delivers. ■

T he midsize pickup market is red hot now, and
this is a very good thing. As almost no full-

size pickup offers an eight-foot bed anymore, any-
way, and powertrains and tow capacities increas-
ingly overlap between the two segments, midsize
pickups have suddenly matured as a great choice
for many traditionally full-size-only pickup buyers.
And GM is all in.

An emerging benchmark over the past model
year or two in particular has been 300 horsepow-
er in a midsize truck. Chevrolet’s midsize Colorado
now offers three builds of their 2.7-liter four-cylin-
der turbo powerplant—the Turbo at 237 hp with
259 lb-ft of torque, towing 3,500 pounds; the Turbo
Plus at 310/390, towing 7,700; and the Turbo High-

Output at 310/430, also towing 7,700. 
Of six trim levels (or eight variants, with the low-

est two offering RWD as well as 4x4), only the top
ZR2 off-roader offers the High-Output engine stan-
dard (with a lower tow capacity of 6,000 pounds),
though there are other optional combinations.

The new, first-ever Colorado Trail Boss in partic-
ular—as we are driving here—offers an enticing
combination of lower-trim level simplicity with an
upper level of off-road-worthiness. This gives you
a mid-level price—just $4,500 more than a base-
level WT work truck, but almost $10,000 less than
the ZR2—with a high level of capability, almost as
high as the ZR2 itself.

Better still, its simplicity is itself a plus to many

buyers—a truck with tough-duty bones and an in -
terior you don’t mind getting muddy or having crit-
ters, two-legged or four-, running in and out of. 

Specifications vary among them. Ground clear-
ance ranges from 7.9 (WT/LT) to 10.5 inches (ZR2),
with Trail Boss at 9.5 inches—not quite a ZR2 but
well above the midpoint, a solid example of the
po sitioning of this truck overall. Other details put
Trail Boss closer to the lower trucks than to the
ZR2. But ten grand is ten grand, and your own per-
sonal math will tell you what level works for you.

The truck’s beefy tire and wheel setup seems to
give it a noticeably larger turning circle in town,

SPECIFICATIONS
ASSEMBLY .........................Wentzville, Missouri
ENGINE/TRANSMISSION .....................USA/USA
CONTENT ........US/Canada 45% / Mexico 23%
ENGINE.......2.7L inline-4 turbo 16v DOHC VVT

dir inj w active fuel mgmt and stop-start 
HP/TORQUE .........Turbo Plus: 310 hp / 390 lb-ft
TRANSMISSION .......................8L90 8-spd  auto
DRIVETRAIN .....................................................4x4
REAR AXLE........3.42 ratio, G80 limited-slip diff
SUSPENSION ...........F: indep coil-over shocks, 

twin-tube shocks; R: solid axle w 
semi-elliptic two-stage multi-leaf springs, 

twin-tube shocks
STEERING..........elec pwr assist rack & pinion
BRAKES..............F: 13.4; R: 13.3; Duralife rotors
WHEELS ...................................18x8.5 aluminum 
TIRES ..............................P265/65R18 all-terrain
LENGTH / WHEELBASE ................213.2 / 131.4 in
TRACK (F/R) ...................Trail Boss 66.2 / 66.1 in
GROUND CLEARANCE ...............Trail Boss 9.5 in
APPR / DEP / BRKOVER ............30.5 / 22.4 / 21.0º
TURNING CIRCLE ...............................................na
HEADROOM (F/R)..............................40.3 / 38.3 in
LEGROOM (F/R).................................45.2 / 34.7 in
WEIGHT .....................................................4971 lb
GVWR.........................................................6250 lb
MAX PAYLOAD...........................................1587 lb
TOW CAPACITY .........................................7700 lb
FUEL / CAPACITY ..............................na / 21.3 gal
MPG ..........................17/21/19 (city/hwy/comb)

BASE PRICE ........................................$37,000
PAINT: Radiant Red Tintcoat ............................495
TRAIL BOSS CONVENIENCE PKG: sliding rear win -

dow, rear window defrost, cruise.............375
TRAIL BOSS CONVENIENCE PKG II: EZ Lift and

Lower tailgate, tailgate keyed cylinder lock,
Stowflex tailgate & storage, 8-way driver
power seat & power lumbar......................545

ADVANCED TRAILERING PKG: incl app............620
BEDLINER: spray-on...........................................475
GENERATOR: 220 amps ......................................150
FRONT LICENSE PLATE MOUNT ..........................40
DESTINATION CHARGE ..................................1495

TOTAL ...................................................$41,195
2023 model. Watch for release of 2024 pricing.

CHEVY COLORADO LINEUP (2023)
....................................................2WD ..................4X4

WT.......................................$29,200 ..........$32,500
LT ...........................................31,600 ............34,900
Trail Boss .............................................▼ 37,000
Z71 .................................................................39,890
ZR2.................................................................46,800

Magic in the
upper middle 
THE OVERALL FORMULA REVEALS 
PLENTY OF UPSIDES IN THIS 
NEW MODEL’S POSITIONING

BY JOE SAGE
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Nxu, Inc., a domestic technology company cre-
ating EV charging and energy storage solu-

tions for electrified infrastructure—headquartered
in Mesa—has executed definitive documents to
finalize strategic investment in Lynx Mo tors, part of
Nxu’s commitment to using strategic partnerships
to accelerate its mission. The transaction increas-
es Nxu’s shareholder equity and also helps ensure
achieving and maintaining Nasdaq’s continued
listing standards by and be yond April 7, 2024.

Nxu’s investment is structured as a share ex -
change, whereby $3 million in Nxu shares will be
exchanged for $3 million in Lynx shares. The value
of Lynx shares become an asset on the Company’s
balance sheet. Nxu also now holds one seat on
Lynx’s Board of Directors, allowing the Com pany a
hands-on opportunity to help develop Lynx and
monitor the status of its investment. To ex pedite the

electrification process, Lynx has issued an interest-
free promissory note of $250,000 to Nxu in ex -
change for a $250,000 bridge loan. The Agree ment
is subject to registration rights and rep resentations
and warranties that survive the closing.

Nxu, Inc started production of its first commer-
cially available NxuOne™ EV 750kW Charg -

ing Solutions unit in December. Compatible with CCS
and NACS, the 750kW unit is scalable to mega watt+
power, and users can expect continuous, repeat-
able power every time they plug in their EV. The
only universal, dual-technology solution a vailable
for public charging, it is designed to support up to
4.5MW of bi-directional DC power and up to 50kW
of bi-directional AC power. Seamless charging mon -
itoring and payment are done via mobile device.

Nxu’s original charging unit is available for pub-

lic charging at its manufacturing facility in Mesa,
24 hours a day, with staff onsite from 6am to 8pm.

Nxu previously announced Quartzsite, Arizona
as its first highway charging location and antici-
pates breaking ground in 2024. Additional sites
un der contract include Tehachapi, North Edwards
and Barstow, California, all within the critical Cali -
fornia NEVI corridor 7, one of six corridor groups
included in round 1 of the California Energy Com -
mis sion’s NEVI Formula Program, with up to
$40,500,000 in grant funds for projects strategical-
ly deploying high-powered, direct-current fast
charger electric vehicle charging infrastructure.

Businesses interested in their own NxuOne EV
Charging Solutions, to power their own EV fleets
or to contribute to much-needed consumer EV
charging infrastructure, can learn more at: 
https://nxuenergy.com/charging-stationsales ■

Nxu has produced its first commercially available NxuOne EV 750kW Charging Solutions unit. 
Compatible with CCS and NACS, the 750kW unit is scalable to megawatt+ power, and users 
can expect continuous, repeatable power every time they plug in their EV.

Nxu strategic partnership/investment in Lynx Motors,
production kicks off for NxuOne EV Charging Solutions



produce a bit of wind noise, and lightweight re -
movable doors can amplify the sound of a highway
pebble, but these just confirm the special nature
of the beast. In fact, you can have a ball with this
big off-roader in town—power into a corner with
quick acceleration when the light turns green,
glide over rain troughs, park in the tightest spots
and easily choose your path on a busy freeway.

We first got the Wildtrak out into the serious
dirt on our fourth day, starting as the sun came up,
popping it into 4HI as we left the pavement. The
4WD system is on-demand, via the simple push of
a button, which in turn is surrounded by a dial for
GOAT modes. These include the familiar normal,
eco, sport, slippery, mud/ruts and sand (as most
do, from Big Bend up), but as with Raptor and Bad -
lands, Wildtrak adds a Baja mode, conceived for

Raptor’s high-speed dune-running, but on Wildtrak
ensuring 4HI is engaged. On typical Ari zo na trails
—dirt and ruts with some loose surfaces, but less
commonly pure sand and not often mud—modes
as named can be a stumper. Of the choices here,
mud/ruts, sand or Baja are all solid contenders. As
there was no mud, and ruts are always a given, we
went with sand, as dirt or gravel can be loose. And
once again, as we later departed the dirt, we real-
ized we’d had no compulsion to try any others—
confirming that while any mode is an assist, it’s
the core 4WD system that has to earn an A-plus,
and this most certainly does.

Fuel mileage (rated 17 mpg across the board) is
not a major bragging point, yet casual reference to
its readout showed we stayed within one point of
this no matter what we threw at it. Even our off-
highway session brought it down just a little, to
16.1 mpg. We didn’t get into eco mode or anything
remotely like hypermiling, plus turned off fuel-con-
serving auto start-stop—so just imagine what you
could achieve if you really try. Most significantly,
fuel mileage was the same wherever we drove it,
again confirming this is equally well suited to duty
a daily driver or a weekend adventurer. 

It’s a given that the Bronco Wildtrak does ex -
tremely well in extreme terrain. It was a special
de light to find it does just as well everywhere. If
you want a Bronco that looks dang near as cool as
any version in the lineup and is dang near as capa-
ble, while all at a lower-midrange price—and also
available as a 2-Door, which the Raptor is not —
the new Wildtrak is a winner. ■
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SPECIFICATIONS (2023)
ASSEMBLY .............................................Michigan
ENGINE BUILD .............Lima Engine Plant, Ohio
ENGINE ..........2.7L EcoBoost V6, Ti-VCT GTDI,

port fuel, dir inject, lightweight high-
strength cast alum pistons w low-friction

skirt coating & steel ring, forged steel rods
& crank, roller finger follower lifters w

hydraulic compensating lash adjusters,
composite intake, dual mono-scroll turbo 

w electrically actuated wastegate,
integrated cylinder head exhaust casting

HP/TORQUE..............reg (rec) 315 hp / 410 lb-ft
prem (opt) 330 hp / 415 lb-ft

COMPRESSION RATIO .................................10.0:1
ALTERNATOR .....................................single 240A
BATTERY GROUP.........H7 AGM 80 AH 800 CCA
TRANSMISSION ...............................10-spd auto
DRIVETRAIN .....................................................4x4
TRANSFER CASE ....advanced 4x4 w 4A mode,

auto on-demand engage, 3.06:1 low ratio
MAX CRAWL RATIO ...................................67.80:1
AXLES ........................................F: indep; R: solid
CHASSIS .....body-on-frame, fully boxed high-

strength steel w seven cross members,
HOSS (High Performance Off-Road Stabil-
ity Suspension) System w low-mass indep
front susp, five-link solid rear axle w Pan-

hard rod and outboard coilover springs
SUSPENSION.........F: twin forged alloy A-arms

w long-travel coil-over springs, HOSS-
tuned heavy-duty dampers; R: 220mm solid
rear axle w long-travel, variable rate coil-

over springs, HOSS-tuned heavy-duty
dampers; (optional: Bilstein position-sensi-

tive dampers w end-stop control valves)
STEERING............three-mode rack & pinion w

3 drive modes, Terrain Mgmt System w
G.O.A.T. Modes (Goes Over Any Terrain)

BRAKES .............................F: 311x34mm vented, 
52mm twin-piston floating; 

R: 308x24mm, single 54mm floating 
WHEELS...........17-in black high-gloss painted 

alum w warm alloy black beauty ring,
beadlock capable 

TIRES ....................................Goodyear Territory
LT 315/70R17 M/T 35-in 

LENGTH / WHEELBASE ................189.5 / 116.1 in
WIDTH / TRACK................................79.3 / 66.9 in
GROUND CLEARANCE ...........(35-in tires) 11.5 in
APPR / BRKVR / DEPART......(") 43.2 / 26.3 / 37.0º
MAX WATER FORDING ...............................33.5 in
TURNING CIRCLE.........................................39.8 ft
HEADROOM (F/R)...........(hard top) 40.8 / 40.1 in
LEGROOM (F/R) ............................(") 43.1 / 36.3 in
CARGO CAPACITY .......................35.6 / 77.6 cu.ft
WEIGHT / PAYLOAD .......................4757 / 1322 lb
ROOF PANEL WEIGHT....................front left 13.6, 

front right 14.5, mid panel 28.1 lb
DOOR WEIGHT ......................front 55, rear 44 lb 
TOW CAPACITY .........................................3460 lb
FUEL / CAPACITY ..........reg, prem opt / 20.8 gal
MPG ..........................17/17/17 (city/hwy/comb)

BASE PRICE ........................................$54,320
EQUIP GROUP 354A: Wildtrak Series, High Pkg,

12-in LCD center touchscreen, 360º camera,
Lux Pkg, adaptive cruise, heated steering
wheel, wireless charging pad .................3195

SEATS: leather-trim/vinyl sandstone/black .2195
FRONT BUMPER: HD modular...........................575
STEEL BASH PLATES: full vehicle.....................395
HARD TOP: gray molded-in color.....................695
HEADLINER: sound deadening.........................595
KEYLESS ENTRY KEYPAD ...................................110
FLOOR MATS: upgraded carpet ......................160
DESTINATION CHARGE ..................................1595

TOTAL ...................................................$63,835
Prices have increased for 2024; see chart.

Wild 

thang

2024 BRONCO LINEUP.....2-DOOR .....4-DOOR

Big Bend .....................................$39,130....$39,870
Black Diamond..........................42,630......43,370
Heritage Edition........................47,855......48,775
Outer Banks .......................................---......47,940
Badlands.......................................49,395......50,685
Everglades ..........................................---......55,520
Wildtrak ........................................60,025 .▼ 60,565
Heritage Limited Edition ......69,685......71,105
Raptor ....................................................---......89,835

Mission-built, 
yet remarkably 
all-purpose 
BY JOE SAGE

D
eciding on a new pickup is notoriously com-
plex, and Bronco is close behind. Our most

simplified document outlining all the model and
trim differences runs 39 pages (and this is setting
aside the Bronco Sport, a very different vehicle on
a smaller platform). There are now nine trim levels
(or models, as Raptor is treated distinctly), times
two for 2-Door and 4-Door models, minus three that
are 4-Door only, times transformative packages like
Sas quatch that are available on certain trims, and
there are hard- and soft-tops. Three engines in -
clude 2.3L and 2.7L EcoBoosts at 300 and 330 hp
on premium fuel (275/315 on regular), plus a third
for Rap tor, and there are (in some cases) manual or

automatic transmissions. One 154-cell chart ex -
plains the differences just among axles. And so
on. Other variables fall largely to degrees—of lux-
ury trim and features, and of off-roadiness. Raptor
version aside, they run about $40 to $70 grand.

By any measure—casual glance or deep dive
— Rap tor (based on Badlands) is the top Bronco,
with its own 418-horsepower twin-turbo 3.0-liter
V6 (regular fuel) and the most extreme suspension.
The Bronco Raptor starts at about $90,000.

The new Bronco Wildtrak we’re driving here
(based on Outer Banks) will thus be a clear
choice for many. At about $60,000, this rugged
build approaches the off-road capability of Rap -

tor—notably also sitting atop 35-inch tires, with a
HOSS 3.0 off-road suspension system on Wildtrak
versus 4.0 on Rap tor, for largely the same degree
of stance and function. High and Lux Packages are
available to build upon the basic Wildtrak.

As dirt-worthy as the Bronco Wildtrak clearly is,
we started our week with several days of freeway
running to an event, 100 miles or so round-trip each
time. This seems inappropriate to its core mission,
but turned out to be an opportunity to confirm that
this build is superb on freeways and local roads—
powerful and, even with its massive wheels and
tires, highly manageable, tracking true, with very
solid control and no drift. Bronco’s form factor can
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T he 2023 March NASCAR Weekend at Phoe -
nix Raceway has three major races over

three days —the ARCA Menards Series General
Tire 150 on Friday night, NAS CAR Xfinity Series
Spring Race on Saturday afternoon, and the big
NASCAR Cup Ser ies Shiners Children’s 500 with
activities all day Sunday.

TICKETS & INFORMATION: To secure tickets for
March NASCAR Weekend, as well as for informa-
tion on ad di tion al ex periences and entertainment,
call the Phoenix Race  way ticket office at 866-408-
RACE (7223) or visit phoenixraceway.com.

Fans looking to buy or resell reserved seats can
also visit SeatGeek.com.

FALL CHAMPIONSHIP WEEKEND 2024: NASCAR
Championship Weekend has been set for Novem -
ber 8-10, 2024. You can get tickets for Fall 2024
NASCAR Championship Weekend before they go
on sale to the general public by becoming a Sea -
son Ticket Holder, which also brings exclusive ben-
efits such as discounted pricing and member-only
events. ■

THURSDAY, MARCH 7
ARCA Menards Series West practice ...................tba
ARCA Menards Series West qualifying ................tba

FRIDAY, MARCH 8 
NASCAR Xfinity Series practice .............................tba
NASCAR Cup Series practice .................................tba

ARCA MENARDS SERIES RACE:
GENERAL TIRE 150 ................................TBA

SATURDAY, MARCH 9 
NASCAR Xfinity Series qualifying...........................tba
NASCAR Cup Series qualifying...............................tba

NASCAR XFINITY SERIES 
SPRING RACE...........................................TBA

SUNDAY, MARCH 10
NASCAR CUP SERIES RACE:

SHRINERS CHILDREN’S 500.......3:30 pm
Schedule and details subject to change

SPRING NASCAR WEEKEND
MARCH 8-10, 2024
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I t seems we often end up in Tucson when we
have the Hyundai Tucson. We had made a point

of driving over in the gen-three Tucson for photos
with several Tucson landmarks. And we had driv-
en the current new gen-four Tucson at its launch,
based in Tucson, with a paved and unpaved drive
on the north side of Mount Lemmon. This time we
went one step beyond, passing through the edge of
Tucson to pick up a passenger on our way to Ruby,
Ari  zona, a ghost town near the Mexican border.

Hyundai Tucson has come a long way since the
first little thing appeared on our March-April 2005
cover. We’ve featured it a half-dozen times as it has
matured since then, most recently that launch drive
of this fourth generation—driving both the Tucson
and Tucson Hybrid, new for model year 2022, in
our May-June 2021 issue. With the odd passage
of time over these pandemic years, that’s still re -
cent, even current, and this late 2023 model, as
well as the 2024, remain largely unchanged.

The lineup (see lower right) is largely the same,

with gasoline, hybrid and plug-in hybrid versions,
the non-hybrids available as front-drivers or AWD.
The hybrids (including PHEVs) are AWD-only, and
their smaller-but-turbo engine has a hair lower
horsepower but 10 percent more torque. One gas -
oline-only trim has a new name, and the N Line
moves from the gasoline to the hybrid build.

All run on regular fuel, with the turbo hybrids
(non-plug-in) beating the gasoline models consid-
erably on mileage (upper 30s for the hybrids, most-
ly 20s for non-hybrid). The plug-in hybrid makes a

few trades—its battery weight takes MPG down
a few points, to the mid-30s, though its estimated
33-mile all-electric range gives it an MPG-equiva-
lent of 80 for those short stretches.

Our Tucson Hybrid’s combination of attributes
was perfect for our special drive—the highest fuel
mileage, no need for 33 miles of all-electric PHEV
use out of some 430 total, high-performing on-de -
mand AWD plus healthy ground clearance for the
last few unpaved miles, and almost 40 cubic feet
of cargo volume behind the rear seats (there were
only two of us, so we could have had about 75), an
easy stash for a picnic cooler and variety of cloth-

ing layers, as our adventure would gain altitude.
It’s easy to make friends down that way, and it’s

easy to make friends with the Hyundai Tucson. 
We noted a fuel mileage readout of 34.4 mpg on

our Tucson-Ruby drive, then 31.6 at the end of our
full week, all with no hypermiling heroics.

There’s little wonder Tucson is Hyundai’s 
top seller—by a lot, and still rising—up 21
percent year-over-year and 33 percent 
month-over-month by November), con-
tributing to the brand’s 11 percent 
sales in crease and rise in the 
rankings overall. ■

SPECIFICATIONS 
ASSEMBLY ...........................Ulsan, South Korea
ENGINE / TRANSMISSION.............Korea / Korea
PARTS CONTENT ....................85% South Korea, 

1% US-Canada
ENGINE................Smartstream 1.6L turbo-GDI

alum/alum DOHC 16v 4-cylinder
HP/TORQUE (ICE) ...................180 hp / 195 lb-ft
COMPRESSION RATIO...............................10.5:1

HYBRID MOTOR/BATTERY
ELEC MOTOR.......perm magnet synchronous

44.2 kW (59 hp) / 195 lb-ft
BATTERY................Lithium-Ion Polymer 270V
CAPACITY/OUTPUT ..............1.49 kWh / 64 kW

TOTAL SYSTEM POWER ...........226 hp / 258 lb-ft
TRANSMISSION .....6-spd auto torque convert

incl paddles and shift-by-wire
DRIVETRAIN.....HTRAC actv on-demand AWD
SUSPENSION......F: MacPherson strut w coils,

gas shocks, stblzr bar; 
R: multi-link, gas shocks, stblzr bar 

STEERING .............motor-driven rack & pinion, 
column-mounted

BRAKES ...............................F: 12.8 x 1.2 vented;
R: 12.0 x 0.4 solid

WHEELS / TIRES ............19-in alloy / 235/55 R19
LENGTH / WHEELBASE ................182.3 / 108.5 in
HEADROOM (F/R) ....(w pano snrf) 38.1 / 38.7 in
LEGROOM (F/R).................................41.4 / 41.3 in
GROUND CLEARANCE ..................................8.3 in
TURNING CIRCLE.........................................38.6 ft
CARGO CAPACITY .......................38.7 / 74.5 cu.ft
WEIGHT .....................................................3794 lb
TOW CAPACITY .......w brakes 2000 / or 1600 lb
FUEL / CAPACITY.................87 reg unl / 13.7 gal
MPG ..........................37/36/37 (city/hwy/comb)

BASE PRICE ........................................$38,910
CARPETED FLOOR MATS ....................................210
DESTINATION CHARGE ..................................1335

TOTAL ...................................................$40,455
2023 model; 2024 prices below.

2024 HYUNDAI TUCSON LINEUP

GASOLINE (I.C.E.) ...................FWD ...........AWD
2.5L GDI + MPI / 187 hp / 178 lb-ft / 8-spd auto

SE ........................................$27,250 ......$28,750
SEL ........................................29,400.........30,900
XRT........................................34,075.........35,575
Limited.................................36,510.........38,010

HYBRID (HEV) .............................................AWD
1.6L GDI Turbo-4 / 180 hp / 195 lb-ft / 6-spd auto

Blue ........................................................$32,325
SEL Convenience ................................34,905
N Line ......................................................36,405
Limited ...............................................▼ 39,465

PLUG-IN HYBRID (PHEV) ..........................AWD
1.6L GDI Turbo-4 / 180 hp / 195 lb-ft / 6-spd auto

SEL ..........................................................$38,475
Limited.....................................................45,200

Even with its high ground clearance and taller
stature, Tucson’s pep and dynamics can inspire
sporty driving on a twisty, paved ridgeline road,

equally ready to leave the pavement behind. 

Tucson 
beyond Tucson 
BY JOE SAGE



ping below the hills. Thus our first visit was less of
an im mer sion—which the place well deserves—
and more of a look-around.

But they provide a solid overview. Here’s a look
at Ruby’s background and activities:

RUBY: HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The first Europeans to visit the Ruby area were
Spanish conquistadors in the late 1500s. In the
19th century, the region was referred to as “Oro
Blanco,” or white gold, after a distinctive light col-
ored strain. Later, as colonists moved west, there
was an influx of adventurers, mountain men,
ranchers and miners. The first strike in the
Montana vein was in the late 1870s, and by the
turn of the century, the town of Ruby had become
the largest mining camp in the area. Site of for-
tunes made and lost and two famous double
homicides, Ruby was once the largest lead and
zinc producing mine in the state of Arizona. Our
museum houses artifacts from mining days, plus
photos of what Ruby was like when 1,200 people
lived near the mine at the height of its production. 

For more on Ruby’s history, they rec om mend the
book Mining, Mayhem and Mur der. Copies can be
bought on site from the caretaker. And the web-
site has a link to a great 29-page booklet, The
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W e first heard of Ruby, Arizona from a post on
social media, by an Aus tra lian who seems to

know more about Ameri ca’s historic sites, lore and
trea sures than just about anybody anywhere. In -
trigued, we made a mental note to visit when we
had some time and a good vehicle for the trip.

Ruby is just about three miles from the Mexican
border at its closest and not far from Nogales as
the buzzard flies. Maps suggest a couple of ways
to get there via I-19 (from Tucson to Nogales), the
farther of which looks shorter, but takes longer due
to its twists and turns; it also appears that option
is mostly dirt and gravel. The route we chose, West
Arivaca Road from Amado, is paved to within a

few miles of Ruby. An original ridge-topping fron-
tier stagecoach trail with curves and hills galore,
it’s a great driving road.

We ended up with a perfect machine for the trip
—the 2024 Hyundai Tucson Limi ted Hybrid AWD
(see previous feature), with on-demand active all-
wheel-drive, great for all conditions, 8.3 inches of
ground clearance if needed, and rated at 37 mpg. 

With border conditions so much in the news
late ly, we called the San Cruz County Sher iff’s Of -
fice for an advisory, as a lot of the route seems on
the remote side, on the map. They got back to us
quickly and indicated that all was good—no inci-
dents of any note, though they mentioned that they

are mostly elsewhere lately, facing bigger issues.
We’ve driven in Tucson in the Hyundai Tuc son

mul tiple times. This time, we just passed through
to pick up and drop off a co-adventurer. (We neg-
lected, however, to grab the requisite photo of our
Hyundai Tucson with a Tucson landmark or sign.)

Ruby is a compelling attraction, an entire min-
ing town full of history and largely in tact, with var-
ious protections and restorations underway. The
property is under the care of charming, hospitable
and knowledgeable caretakers, and is open to vis-
itors Thurs days through Sundays, with a pri or on line
res ervation required to stop by. Entry is $15 a head
—and you will need to bring cash folding money.

Setting out from Phoenix at the break of dawn
would be a plus, but we started mid-morning—a
couple of hours to Tucson and a couple more down
to Ruby—arriving mid-afternoon. We had brought
a picnic lunch and shared it with them, first, along
with great conversation. By then, the sun was dip-
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By Joe Sage / Photos: Kathy O’Connell, Tucson; The Frederick Collection; Joe Sage
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adventures. Nearby highlights include Coronado
National Forest (our backyard); Sycamore Canyon;
Montana Peak; California Gulch; Arivaca Lake;
and Buenos Aires Wildlife Refuge in Arivaca.

Ruby is at an elevation of 4500 feet. The
bright days are fabulous year-round, and the best
way to enjoy your visit with us is come prepared
for the landscape of a desert ghost town. Our
personal recommendations include sunscreen, a
brimmed hat, comfortable walking shoes or hik-
ing boots for gravel trails and paths, a water bot-
tle and plenty of extra water (the location itself
operates on very limited rainwater only), long
sleeves, long pants, snacks and chapstick, If
grilling, bring charcoal.

Dogs and responsible pet owners are wel-
come. Do bring a leash and biodegradable waste
bags, to clean up after your pet and dispose of
waste in the outhouses. No plastic, please.

All trash and food waste must be packed in,
packed out in this leave-no-trace environment.

ARIVACA AND AMADO
Unplanned high points on our route to Ruby includ-
ed Arivaca and Amado (at Arivaca Junction, exit
48 from I-19). Heading in, we were running late,
though we stopped at Arivaca to take a few pho-
tos of the cottonwoods, still in brilliant fall color in

mid-December. On the way out, we stopped again.
As the sign below notes, Arivaca is the oldest in -
habited townsite in Arizona (thought to have been
a Pima or Tohono O’odham village). The enticing
na ture of Arivaca Road is confirmed by a great
many motorcycles outside the restaurants here.

On the way in, exiting I-19, you may barely no -
tice a Dollar General, auto shop and small market
as you zig and zag to West Arivaca Road and the
route to Ruby. But on the way out, the sun now
down, something irresistible was staring us in the
face—the Longhorn Grill and Saloon. Its cattle
skull entry sets the stage, with many more surpris-
es inside (that snake does not bite, at least not
lately). We grabbed for an impromptu dinner here,
where both the food and service were top notch,
and the staff very friendly. This is surely a “wel -
come back” spot worth its own second visit.

Our route was perfect. However, there’s also a
route in from the west side, not much longer from
Tuc son, also passing through Arivaca, appearing
to include more open two-lane and about half the
twisty-turny distance of our route—a pro for some
people, a con for others. For variety’s sake, we
might try that next time. Maybe just one way, as
we’d hate to miss another stop at the Longhorn.

Visit www. rubyaz.com for more information or
to sign up for your visit. ■

Private Life of Ruby, Mining Ghost Town, pre pared
for the Ari zona History Convention. 

RUBY: HISTORICAL PRESERVATION
Ruby was approved for listing with the National
Register of Historic Places in 1975. The property
owners have started a historic preservation proj-
ect to restore a small part of the old town to
some of its original form. 

The Arizona State Parks Board provided Ruby
with a historic pres ervation grant in 1993 to begin
this resto ration. That initial phase focused on 
re-establishing the perimeter fences and stabiliz-
ing the remaining historic buildings. In 2007, the
Southwestern Foun dation awarded Ruby a his-
toric preservation grant to do extensive stabiliza-
tion of the School, Ware house and Court house.
Work on this phase, including a new front wall in
the School House, began in November, 2009. 

Since then, Ruby achieved non-profit 501(c)3
status for its restoration foundation, the Ruby
Mines Restoration Project [EIN 36-4661715]. 
This allows Ruby to receive donations and apply
for historic preservation grants to carry out
restoration and stabilization.

Ruby has a wish list, if you can help:
• Front end loader
• Small tractor

• Cement mixer
• Corrugated tin
• Water harvest tanks
• Lumber
• Wood treatment material
• Pot belly stoves
• Antiques, circa 1900-1940

RUBY: ECOSYSTEM PRESERVATION
Ruby has worked with the Arizona Game and Fish
Department and the US Fish and Wildlife Service
to better understand and protect the area’s
wildlife. A big-game fence was constructed
around the perimeter to allow access for wildlife
and help protect the property’s ecosystem. This
fence allowed ash and many other trees to
mature in an area impacted by livestock overgraz-
ing. It is now a forest with a drainage system
continuing down the valley. From riparian areas
to rocky hillsides, caverns to crests, Ruby pro-
vides critical habitat for migrating birds, and
year-round protection for all manner of desert
creatures. Read about how Ruby is currently
being used as a base camp for Round River
Conservation Studies here.

A colony of Mexican Free Tail Bats inhabits
Ruby’s abandoned mine shafts from May/June to
September each year. Estimates of the colony

range from 90,000 to as high as 150,000 animals,
representing a nightly appetite for up to a 1/2 ton
of insects. This is considered a maternal colony
and they produce the young in June and leave for
parts south in late August. Their nocturnal sched-
ule varies with storm, wind and insect life. 

 You’re invited to join us at Ruby, eve nings
spring through fall, to watch the bats emerge at
dusk to feed. This is a stunning standalone
moment, or you can head to the viewing area
from your campsite before dark to settle in for
the show. You can keep updated on when they
return on the website or Facebook.

A RELAXING TIME IN RUBY, ARIZONA
As a privately owned desert landscape of over
350 acres, Ruby offers a highly specialized, inti-
mate experience for those drawn to its history
and mystery. And there is so much more. Here’s
some what you can expect to do once you arrive:
 Tour the ghost town; stargaze (bring a tele-
scope!); watch 150,000 migratory bats emerge to
feed; take photos; birdwatch; go barefoot; moun-
tain bike; watch bikers tour Ruby; paddle board;
put up a hammock and test it with a nap; read a
copy of Mining, Mayhem and Murder; explore the
museum; and check out the cemetery.

Ruby also makes a fine base camp for other
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Radford Racing School has named motor-
sports veteran and professional drag racing

instructor Chuck Sundstrom as its new general
manager,  as of January 1. Sundstrom will manage
the Radford Racing School team and operations on
the seven-track campus. His focus will be on opti-
mizing the automotive experience for students and
guests, which includes drivers at every level—
from world-class racers to teens, special forces
and groups.

“Chuck is well known and respected in the in -
dustry, as well as our local community, making him
a perfect fit for our team,” said Pat Velasco, Rad -
ford Racing School owner. “Over the years, he has
collaborated with many of the most respected
motorsports brands, which includes developing
our world-class drag racing program. We look for-
ward to fully integrating him as the leader of our
amazing team of pro instructors and sales and
marketing experts to jumpstart 2024 and build on

our school’s continuing success.”
A native of Michigan, Sundstrom began his ca -

reer at a car dealership as a young teen. He was
raised in a family of drag racers and started com-
peting when 16 years old. Over the last two dec -
ades, Chuck has pursued his drag racing passion
as a full-time driver, mechanic, track manager and
as the Race Director at Firebird International Race -
way and Spokane County Raceway.

His time on the track as a racer, along with his
experience working behind the scenes with the
NHRA, Lucas Oil and other sanctioning bodies out-
side of the NHRA, has given Chuck a balanced un -
derstanding of the motorsports industry.

Most recently, Sundstrom led an events busi-
ness and security company that created and deliv-
ered high-profile events at automotive venues
throughout the country. He has experience as the
operations and facility director at Spokane Country
Raceway and Firebird International Raceway, on

the Gila River Indian Community’s Wild Horse Pass
property, adjacent to the Radford Racing School. A
serial entrepreneur, Sundstrom also owned and op -
erated a specialty automotive company in Arizona.

“This is an exciting time to be a performance en -
thusiast,” said Sundstrom. “Radford Racing School
is the ultimate motorsports destination offering a
full complement of world-class instruction on leg-
endary tracks. I look forward to taking the next
steps toward growth with the team.”

RADFORD RACING SCHOOL

Founded in 1968, the Radford Racing School, lo -
cated on the Gila River Reservation at Wild Horse
Pass near Chandler, is the only purpose-built driv-
er training facility for performance enthusiasts and
the largest driver training center of its kind in the
world. It is also the Official High Performance Driv -
ing School of Dodge SRT. The School maintains
over 80 race-prepared ve hicles, sedans, SUVs and
open wheel formula cars, as well as gas-powered
go-karts. For additional information on the facility
and programs, visit RadfordRacingSchool.com or
give them a call at 480-403-7600. ■
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“THE ART OF AUTOMOTIVE DESIGN” is the theme for
the sixth edition of the Arizona Concours d’Elegance, to be

held on January 21, 2024, with a splendid array of 100 rare and
historic automobiles on display, some of the world’s most superb
examples of the art of coachbuilding and car de sign, in the atmos-
phere of a stylish garden party. 

The Arizona Concours is a professionally judged and curated as -
sembly of rarely seen dream cars and highly valued collector vehi-
cles—examples that impress and excite not only car lovers but any-
one who appreciates the beauty of expressive design. A special
class, “Sixty Years of Lamborghini Design,” will spotlight this Ital -
i an marque best-known for dramatic and innovative de sign. 

Previously held at the Arizona Biltmore Resort in Phoenix, the
2024 Concours will mark its second year at The Scottsdale Civic
Center, a vibrant landscaped space that recently underwent an
extensive $35 million renovation. Last year marked the event’s
first time at this venue, while the renovation was still underway,
confining the show to a finished section. With the project now
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complete, the 2024 Concours is expanding to fill the entire land-
scaped space, with the awards ceremony held on an elegant new
outdoor stage. “The award presentations for 2024 will be the most
dramatic ever presented by the Arizona Con cours,” notes event co-
chairman Ed Winkler.

The event is presented in partnership with Scottsdale Arts, an
organization responsible for multi-disciplinary artistic ser   vices in
Scotts dale. Proceeds benefit local artists and the arts community. 

ARIZONA CONCOURS 2024 ENTRY CLASSES 
The automotive roster for the acclaimed Arizona Concours will
feature about 100 rare, historic and rarely seen dream cars, dat-
ing back to the dawn of motorcars, through the Art Deco era, and
up to the coveted super sports cars of the 21st century. 

Awards will be presented in 15 ve hicle classes, ranging from
antiques at the dawn of motoring through pre-war classics, sports
and competition cars, to modern-day exotics, along with special
awards and the coveted Best of Show trophy. Classes are:
1: The Earliest Designs: Carriages & Brass Era (pre-1916)
2: Exceptional Early Designs: Antique (1916-1927)
3: Pre-war Sports and Race Cars: American 
4: Pre-war Sports and Race Cars: European
5: Art-Deco Age: 1930s American Coachwork
6: Art-Deco Age: 1930s European Coachwork
7: Avant Garde Design: 1940s and 1950s Coachwork 
8: Mid-Century Design: Stylish 1950s Coachwork 
9: Preservation Class: At least 50 years old in 2024 

10: Modern Development & Design: European Sports/ Rac ing Cars (1948-1975) 
11: Modern Development & Design: American-powered Sports/Racing Cars (1948-1975) 
12: Exotic Sports Cars with Historic Roots: 1975-2000 
20: “Sixty Years of Lamborghini Design”
21: Personal Styling/Design Interpretations: Modern in terpretations of classic customs 
22: Featured Designer: Carrozzeria Touring Superleggera

CELEBRATING “60 YEARS OF LAMBORGHINI DESIGN”
Automobili Lamborghini S.p.A was created through the vision, per -
sistence and even vengefulness of Italian industrialist Ferruccio
Lamborghini. As the story goes, Lamborghini—who was mainly
pro ducing farm machinery at the time—complained to Enzo Fer -
rari about the build quality of his new Ferrari. The imperious Enzo
dismissed him with the remark, “You build the tractors and I’ll build
the sports cars.” Stung by the rebuke, Lam borghini set out to chal-
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Donald Osborne,
Amanda Busick

DONALD OSBORNE, AMANDA BUSICK TO CO-HOST
One of the most familiar faces—and sonorous voices—of the collector car
world, veteran classic-car historian, author and TV personality Donald Os -
borne, will once again appear at the Arizona Concours d’Elegance as emcee.
He is a classic car historian, consultant, accredited appraiser, author, curator
and the CEO of the Audrain Group in Newport, Rhode Island, where he guides
the Audrain Automobile Museum, Audrain Motorsport and the Audrain New -
port Concours & Motor Week. Osborne became known internationally for his
recurring segment “Assess & Caress with Donald Osborne” on CNBC Prime -
time’s “Jay Leno’s Garage.” • He will be joined on stage by award-winning
motorsports broadcast reporter and live-event host Amanda Busick, pit repor -
ter for the NHRA on FOX, NASCAR on FOX, as well as SRO America’s GT World
Challenge and the Ferrari Challenge on CBS. Internationally she has delivered
coverage from the pit lanes of the famed CrowdStrike 24 Hours of Spa, the
Kyalami 9 Hour in South America & the FIA Formula E’s Mexico City ePrix at the
historic Autódromo Hermanos Rodríguez. • A number of other automotive lumi-
naries will appear at the event, including Ralph Gilles, Chief Design Officer of
Stellantis; Bryan Nesbitt, VP, General Motors International Operations Design;
Michael Simcoe, Senior VP GM Global Design; and automotive journalist and
author Winston Goodfellow. Honorary Chief Judge Dr. Gerald Greenfield will be
joined by judges Dr. Paul Sable, Dennis Little, Lyn St James and Kip Wasenko. 



lenge Ferrari by building better sports cars. His gambit was a rous-
ing success, and 60 years later, Lam borghini remains a top choice
among desirable performance-car brands. 

Ten top flight cars will be showcased, including the original 350
GT coupe; the automaker’s revolutionary mid-engine sup ercars
such as the groundbreaking Miura and Countach; and more re -
cent examples of hyper-performance Lamborghinis. Among the
outstanding examples to be on display are (shown at lower right): 

1965 Lamborghini 350 GT: Lamborghini’s first production car
to challenge Ferrari, manufactured between1964 and 1966, this
shapely grand touring coupe was equipped with a 3.5-liter V12
engine and a body by Carrozzeria Touring. It debuted in March
1964 at the Geneva Motor Show and production began the follow-
ing May. This coupe was ordered at the Geneva show and deliv-
ered in 1965 to Madrid, where it spent the next 40 years with its
original owner. In superb condition, it features its original factory
interior and license plate from Spain. 

1989 Lamborghini Countach 25th Anniversary Edition: Mar -
cel lo Gandini followed the remarkable Miura with the even-more
remarkable Countach, built from 1974. To some innovative and
daring, to others outrageous, its bold wedge shape, sharply an -
gular contours and extensions, scissor doors and overall wild
appearance in spired a generation of gearheads. Engineering, led
by Lamborghini’s own Paolo Stanzani, saw its V12 rear engine
longitudinally-mounted (unlike Miura) for im proved balance. The
V12 was expanded and modified over the years. The 25th
Anniversary Countach had styling refined by Hor a cio Pagani, with
ducting changed to improve cool air flow, subtle and important
revisions. The 25th Anniversary Countach is powered by a 5.2-
liter, 4-valve engine rated at 449 horsepower and 369 pound-feet
of torque. This Countach is in its original Rosso (red) paint com-
plemented with the rare option of a white interior.

TICKETS AND SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
Single admission tickets for the Arizona Concours d’Elegance are
$100. Concours Plus tickets in clud ing admission to a collector car
lecture series on Saturday, January 20 and early “Dawn Patrol”
ad  mis sion to the Concours starting at 7 am are $125.

Proceeds from the Arizona Concours benefit local artists and
art programs, through its partnership with Scottsdale Arts, and
Make-A-Wish® Arizona. 

Tickets are available on the ArizonaConcours.org website, at
the Scottsdale Arts box office and at ScottsdaleArts.org/events.

Arizona Concours sponsorship opportunities are presented on
ArizonaConcours.org, with a range of possibilities. ■
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MAKE-A-WISH® ARIZONA
Since its inception, the Arizona Concours has had a special charitable relation-
ship with Make-A-Wish® Arizona, the founding chapter of the national organi-
zation that grants wishes for children facing life-threatening medical conditions.
For the four years that the Arizona Concours was held at the Arizona Biltmore
Resort in Phoenix, Make-A-Wish Arizona was the main beneficiary of the event’s
generous donors. A total of nearly $300,000 was raised during those Concours
shows for Make-A-Wish. • For 2024, the Concours resumes this important con-
nection, not only helping to raise money for this very worthy cause but getting
some of the children involved in the event by awarding a specially designed tro-
phy to their favorite car in the show. One of the most popular awards given dur-
ing the Arizona Concours is for the car judged best in show by a group of Make-
A-Wish Kids, who review the cars shown on the lawn to pick out their favorite.
The unique handmade trophy, artistically created from automobile parts into a
whimsical character, is among the most highly coveted prizes of the Concours. 

Make-A-Wish®
Arizona



any proper opportunity for some fuel-sipping.
It was borderline snowy yet 43 degrees as we

reached the edge of Pay son. We had already had
breakfast as we set out, so we turned off to turn
around. Accelerating back across the divided road
to turn 90 de grees left onto the main highway, we
noted the systems work ing a little harder here to
maintain grip and steering. (Again, swap ping the
warm-weather tires for special duty would make
all the difference.) And we headed back down. 

The weather was now a bit of everything—sun
breaking out, then rain, snow on the hills around
us, clouds in the valleys below, the road getting dry,
then wet and twisty again. Basically per fect. We
popped back and forth between normal and sport
(via its notably handy control) as surfaces varied.

On the highway or in town—as determined in
our original setup or on demand as needed—fea-
tures were all well implemented. Lexus has come
a long way with this, basically by finally simplify-
ing its tactile control (no more finicky joysticks and
far less touchpad dependence). Options for one or
both mirrors (or neither) dipping in reverse are set
up well for any circumstances. The wiper stalk

takes a little getting used to—it looks as click-
click mechanical as any, but is more of a touch-
touch interface, some elements of it more intuitive
than others when new to the system.

This top tier Lexus IS provides a rich experience
on many levels—from the satisfyingly rich growl
of its powertrain, to its wealth of features, to the
rich paint job on ours (emphasizing its richly de -
tailed bodywork), to a rich driving experience. And
best of all, you don’t need to be particularly rich to
buy it (which will leave you feeling even richer). 

Whenever you get behind the wheel, you could
just keep driving. This car is a real pleasure. 

Not only is it hard to stop once you’re in motion,
but we sincerely hope they don’t stop making the
V8, as murmurs suggest. Though there are always
alternatives, this engine is such a key part of the
for mula—fun, powerful, pleasurable, even
brag worthy  —that makes the IS F SPORT
Per formance an IS at its best. Call it a bar-
gain or call it a find, this car de mands a
look and a drive. And given that opportuni-
ties to grab a great V8 are fewer all the
time, you might want to hurry . ■

A s a premium compact-executive sport se -
dan with rear-wheel drive and a natural-
ly-aspirated 472-horsepower 5.0-liter V8,

the Lexus IS F SPORT Performance pretty much
stands alone, whether by in dividual attributes or in
the ag gregate. And it’s all yours for about $60 grand,
what you might have paid for a similar Euro pean
(with less horsepower) 20 years ago, or generally
considerably less given today’s prices. 

Lexus seems to know where both its value and
its values lie—highly efficient yet pow erful pow-
ertrains and continuous improvement —and they
have stayed quite focused on the IS. The third gen -
eration, new back in 2014, has had two significant
re freshes, the most recent for 2021, while in early
2021 bringing back an IS with a V8 (the first since
the IS F departed in 2014), as a 2022 model. 

IS F was not the only “pure F” model to depart;
at this point there are none. The “F SPORT” grade,
however, more of a trim-and-feature level back in
the presence of the “F,” has since matured, includ-

ing the introduction of top “Performance” variants. 
On top of the high level of value this car offers

via its own formula, Lexus stylists have given the
current generation echoes of their renowned LFA
su per car, which sits in the $400,000 range.

Our sample is one of the last 2023s, though it’s
fundamentally unchanged for 2024 (the chart at low -
er right shows the new lineup, with more F SPORT
variants than ever). They are on a roll—but only the
“F SPORT Performance” pair have that V8 (and are
the only versions that come as rear-drive only.)

Power in this beast is evident from the moment
you push the start button and first step on the gas.
In motion, it is all the moreso, with a well de vel -
oped growl and clearly the power to back it up. The
automatic drivetrain has the rock solid feel of a
manual, highly connected from head to heel. It’s a
high-torque performance car in the best tradition.
And these impressions were still in default mode.

We philosophize that any vehicle should give its
best presentation by default, but moved to sport

mode specifically to tighten up steering in town.
We had our IS F SPORT Performance for a holi-

day weekend, but as a high-powered, ground-hug-
ging rear-driver, and especially with summer per-
formance tires, it would not be ideal for a snowy
high country trip. (It’s also tight on rear seat leg -
room and cargo capacity.)

But we did head out for a spin on a wildly rainy
day—and just kept going, up the Beeline High way,
through the piñons into the Pon derosas above the
Mogollon Rim. Per for mance was so sol id in the
twisties and climbs, even as other vehicles kicked
up frozen spit, we had to remind ourselves of the
summer tires (which, besides tread and sidewall,
can also stiffen up in colder temperatures) and that
this is a rear-driver. The latter did not beg as much
tradeoff as it might suggest, as the car’s handling
systems were superb in all conditions.

A glance at our instruments showed the system
will put itself in eco mode on its own—with no not -
able degradation of performance, just seiz ing itself

SPECIFICATIONS 
ASSEMBLY.........................Tahara, Aichi, Japan
ENGINE...................5.0L V8, 32v DOHC, VVT-iE,

EFI D-4S, alum/alum
HP/TORQUE ..............................472 hp / 395 lb-ft
COMPRESSION RATIO .................................12.3:1
TRANSMISSION ....8-spd auto AA80E, paddles
DRIVETRAIN..................................................RWD
0-TO-60 / TOP SPEED ..............4.4 sec / 149 mph
SUSPENSION ................F: dbl wishbone type w 

high- mount upper arms, coils, 
gas shocks, stblzr bar; 

R: multi-link w coils, gas shocks, stblzr bar
STEERING..........................rack & pinion w EPS
BRAKES ..........................F: 14.0 vented (IS 500); 

R: 12.7 vented (IS 500) 
WHEELS .............opt 19-inch BBS matte black 

forged: F: 19x8.5J; R: 19x9.5J 
TIRES ........F: 235/40R19; R: 265/35R19 summer 
LENGTH / WHEELBASE..(IS 500) 187.3 / 110.2 in
GROUND CLEARANCE ................................5.51 in
TURNING CIRCLE ............................(RWD) 34.2 ft
HEADROOM (F/R)..............................38.2 / 36.9 in
LEGROOM (F/R).................................44.8 / 32.2 in
CARGO CAPACITY ..................................10.8 cu.ft
WEIGHT .....................................................3891 lb
WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION (F/R) .................56 / 44%
FUEL / CAPACITY...................premium unl / 17.4
MPG ..........................17/25/20 (city/hwy/comb)

BASE PRICE (2023).............................$62,020
PAINT: Infrared ...................................................595
WHEELS: 19-in BBS matte black forged ......2450
BUNDLE: trunk mat, cargo net, wheels locks,

rear bumper appliqué..................................405
DESTINATION CHARGE ..................................1150

TOTAL ...................................................$66,620
(Note: price has increased and new IS 300 

F SPORT trims are added; see chart below.)

2024 LEXUS IS LINEUP

IS 300 .........................................RWD........AWD
• RWD: 2.0L turbo-4 / 241 hp / 258 lb-ft / 8-spd auto
• AWD: 3.5L V6 / 260 hp / 236 lb-ft / 6-spd auto

(base) ...................................$41,235 ...$43,235
F SPORT Design (new) .........43,055 .....45,095
F SPORT (new) .......................44,305 .....46,345

IS 350 .........................................RWD........AWD
• RWD: 3.5L V6 / 311 hp / 280 lb-ft / 8-spd auto
• AWD 3.5L V6 / 311 hp / 280 lb-ft / 6-spd auto

F SPORT Design .................$44,410 ...$46,410
F SPORT .................................45,660 .....47,660

IS 500 .........................................RWD ............---
• RWD: 5.0L V8 / 472 hp / 395 lb-ft / 8-spd auto

F SPORT Performance ......$60,020 ...........---
F SPORT Perf Premium..▼ 64,520 ...........---
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Red hot.

Infrared paint ($595) on our Lexus IS
F SPORT Performance Premium is
a knockout and a standout—an
unbelievably deep, rich metallic red,
especially at night or in the rain, and
when the skies clear it can have an
almost mirror-like finish.

Performance is its name, 
and performance is its game
BY JOE SAGE



Arizona
Auction Week
2024
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A fter a high count of eight January Arizona
collector car auction events in 2020, pan -

demic disruptions entered the realm. Subsequent
years juggled various live, remote or re stricted en -
try formats, through evolving post pone ments, can -
cel lations or rescheduled events. 

By January 2023, four long-time events (Barrett-
Jackson, Bonhams, MAG Auctions [formerly Sil -
ver] and RM Sotheby’s) had returned to their famil-
iar times and locations. This year, Worldwide also
returns, as promised, with the new total now five.

Overall, a couple of longstanding events (Good -
ing & Company and Russo and Steele) and a 2020
promising once-ever (Leake) have dropped off the
calendar, with no further word from any. 

Check each one online for their latest details. 

MAG Auctions
January 2024 Collector Car Auction
Thursday-Saturday, January 25-27, 2024 
(check-in Monday-Wednesday, Jan 22-24)
With $10 a day general admission and now run ning three
full days at the We-Ko-Pa Casino Resort out side Foun -
tain Hills, MAG Auc tions re mains one of the most ac -
cessible and down-to-earth events, where the heart beat
of the hobby is alive in hundreds of gen er al ly more af -
fordable, driveable ve hicles, many at no reserve. Entries
include several ’31 and ’32 Ford customs, a 1965 Ford
Mustang Fastback A Code and a 1966 Mus tang custom,
a 2000 Plymouth Prowler, a 1956 Ford F100 custom pick -
up, a1957 Buick Riviera resto-mod, a 1968 Ford “Coyote”
Bronco, a 1969 Chevrolet Camaro COPO ZL1 recreation, a
1959 Cadillac Series 62 convertible, a 1987 Porsche 911
Carrera Cabriolet—and on and on. Parking and food are
sim ple, too. Bring a few bucks—it’s a don’t-miss.

We-Ko-Pa Casino Resort, Fort McDowell AZ 85264
(Arizona 87 Beeline Highway northeast of Fountain Hills)
www.motorsportauctiongroup.com

Bonhams | Cars 
13th Annual Scottsdale Auction
Thursday, January 25, 2024 (starts 10am) 
(preview Tuesday-Thursday, Jan 23-25)
Bonhams | Cars—part of the Bonhams global network of
auction houses, with dedicated motoring departments in
London, Paris, Los Angeles, New York, Brussels and be -
yond—offers live, online and private platforms, with 17
live collector car auctions annually and serving as of fi -
cial auction partner for prestigious events from Formu la
1 to Monterey to Newport. Re turning to the Westin Kier -
 land, Bonhams offerings include the ex-Queen Maria of
Yugoslavia 1931 Paris Salon 1931 Due senberg Model J
Convertible Sedan; the ex-John Moir 1930 Cadillac
Series 452 V-16 Roadster; a 1914 Cad  illac Racer (Lindley
Bothwell Collection); and a 1967 Chevrolet Corvette Big
Block Coupe. Upcoming auc tions include Paris, Amelia
Island, Staf fordshire, Monaco and Monterey.

Westin Kierland Resort & Spa
6902 E Greenway Pkwy, Scottsdale AZ 85254
NEW - DIRECT TO CARS ➔ www.cars.bonhams.com 

Barrett-Jackson 
53rd Annual Scottsdale Auction
Nine days: Sat Jan 20 - Sun Jan 28, 2024
This comprehensive nine-day automotive lifestyle event
kicks off Sat Jan 20 with Family Day (kids 12 and under
free with an accompanying paying adult). In addition to
an enormous docket of collectible vehicles and automo-
bilia, you’ll find shopping at hundreds of ex hibits, collec-
tor sym posiums, man u facturer displays and reveals,
thrill rides, hot laps and off-roading, acres of sights and
sounds including a live music stage, food and drink
including food trucks and outdoor firepits—as well as
The Driven Project, STEM Fest, Dodge and Toyota GR
Supra Thrill Rides, Ram TRX and Toyota TRD Pro Dirt
Rides, the Barrett-Jackson Cup parade and competition,
with Ultimate Best in Show and People’s Choice awards
on Saturday Jan 27—and so much more. Expect plenty
of celebrity and VIP sightings. Of special interest are a
new pre-opening-night Rock The Block concert and the
Future Collector Car Show (see following information).
FOREIGNER CONCERT: Friday January 19: 
Opening-day-eve is a Rock The Block concerted present-
ed by Ari zona Lottery featuring Foreigner, with Night Ran -
ger opening. Also, 25 choristers from Phoenix Children’s
Cho rus will perform “I Want to Know What Love Is” along-
side the legendary group. Tickets start at $59 online.
FUTURE COLLECTOR CAR SHOW: Sunday Jan 21: 
This popular show, from 10am till 4pm, looks at present
and future collector trends, featuring vehicles from 1980
to the present day. A variety of awards are presented.

WestWorld of Scottsdale (AZ Loop 101 & FLWright Blvd)
16601 N Pima Road, Scottsdale AZ 85260 
www.barrett-jackson.com
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Worldwide Auctioneers
8th Annual Arizona January Auction
Friday, January 26, 2024 (starts 11am)
(preview Weds-Thurs, Fri 9-11, Jan 24-26)
Worldwide, of Auburn, Indiana—home of the Auburn-
Cord-Duesenberg Museum—moves from a sche dule be -
fore most of the others to after, moving from potential
“maybe we should wait and see” sellers to “let’s wait
and enter again there” sellers. Consignments include a
1961 Mercedes-Benz 300SL Roadster; one of only 11
1940 Packard Darrin 1807 Convertible Sedans (from The
Steve Chapman Collection); a 2,517-mile 2005 Ford GT;
a final-year V-12 2001 Ferrari 550 Barchetta; a Coach -
work by Chapron 1949 Dela haye 135M Cabriolet; a 1989
Daim ler DS420 Limousine used to transport Queen Eliz -
abeth II; a 2004 Lamborghini Murci élago Six-Speed; and
much more. Up next is Worldwide’s Enthusiast Auction
in April, followed by Auburn in August-September. 

Singh Meadows, 1490 E Weber Drive, Tempe AZ 85281 
(southwest of Hayden/McClintock and McKellips)
www.worldwideauctioneers.com ■

RM Sotheby’s 
25th Annual Automobiles of Arizona
Thursday, January 25, 2024 
(preview Wednesday, Jan 24)
RM Sotheby’s returns to their landmark location at the
Arizona Biltmore for 2024 after completing 32 auctions
in 2023 (live, online and Sotheby’s Sealed), capped off by
The White Collection sale, including a near-double new
record of $3,937,500 for a 2015 Porsche 918 “Weis sach”
Spyder. American Darlings and Overseas Treasures in
Ari zona include a Shelby trio —a 1967 Shelby GT500, a
1967 Shelby GT350 Fast back and a 1966 Shel by GT350
H—as well as early Eur o pean pre-war highlights includ-
ing a 1963 Fer rari 250 GT/L Berlinetta Lusso by Scag -
lietti; a 1965 Lam bor ghini 350 GT by Touring; and further
entries including Ghia, Mercedes-Benz, Jaguar and more.
With over 40 years in the business, RM Sotheby’s holds
seven of the top ten individual auction sales records.

Arizona Biltmore Resort and Spa
2400 E Missouri Ave, Phoenix AZ 85016
www.rmsothebys.com



Rock Creek is a special new mid-trim level
of the three-row 2024 Nissan Pathfinder

($43,630 in a range from $35,810-50,680). Its dis-
tinction is built around off-pavement use, includ-
ing off-road tuned suspension with ex tra lift, bead-
lock-style 18-inch all-terrain tires, LED fog lamps,
tubular roof rack, leather seating with second row
captain’s chairs and console, along with its own
fascia, grille, badging and interior stitching. Built
in Tennessee with a US-built en gine and transmis-
sion, it shares a 295-horsepower 3.5-liter V6 and
9-speed automatic with the rest of the lineup.

Intelligent four-wheel drive is a bargain—$1,900
added to any front-driver—though Rock Creek
stands alone as 4WD-only. The fuel mileage pen -
al ty for 4WD is negligible—the same or one point
off, or two points for Platinum/highway.

There are many other variables within the line-
up—seating for eight or seven (Rock Creek is sev -
en as standard). Leg room is the same on all, with a
notably generous 44 inches up front. A moonroof
is optional on some, standard on others and not
available on either the base trim or Rock Creek—
a welcome decision, providing over an inch more
headroom for bumpy off-roads, while optimizing
strength and rigidity. Ground clearance is more on
Rock Creek only—7.7 inches rather than 7.1—in -
creas ing approach and especially breakover an -
gles significantly, de parture just a bit. Rock Creek
and Premium are the only two with 6,000-lb tow
rather than 3500, though this can be optioned up
on some others. Put it all together, and it’s clear
this build is more than just badges and styling—
Nissan engineers have addressed details through-
out, some dramatically, some a matter of fine-tun-

ing, but leaving no stone unturned.
Though not aimed at ultra-intense rock crawl ing

and such, Rock Creek with its full-time Intel ligent
4WD system, plus seven drive and terrain modes,
will easily get you to camping, fishing and picnic
spots on any rocky creek or peak of your choice. 

Driving performance was strong right out of the
chute—a nice combination of power, performance
and handling. The V6 powertrain has a healthy V8-
like rumble, in line with the vehicle’s overall feel-
ing of strength. Yet cruising speeds deliver a drive
quiet and smooth enough to feel like an EV.

Pathfinder nails a really good niche in terms of
size both inside and out—a three-row with a turn-
ing circle rivaling many a two-row—equally great
in those wild places or for routine U-turns in town. 

The suspension build itself is most impressive.
The only time we may have been aware of its
length was an awareness of rear handling when
hitting a paved curve, the type you find when ac -

cel erating through an intersection and onto a free-
way ramp in aggressive traffic. Ex periments with
modes in constantly changing conditions in town
were inconclusive (we generally stayed in auto).

We drove plenty of town and freeway miles, as
most owners will, but also took the Rock Creek to
the ends of the earth (not far away) for a spin.

That route starts with an increasingly narrow
paved road, with guardrails and hairpins, a stretch
that relies upon precision handling, which the
Pathfinder delivered. Our off-pavement trail is a
familiar one to us and includes a sharp switchback
onto a very steep and rutted road up to the top. We
paused to put it in four-wheel drive, quickly realiz-
ing that’s automatic, part of the high perfor mance
intelligent sys tem. So for good measure, we opted
for its mud/ruts drive mode (our best match with
plenty of ruts but no mud; others include standard,
sport, eco, snow, sand and tow, underscoring this
vehicle’s general flavor—no rock crawling or other
extremes). This stretch is short and sweet, but can
stop many vehicles in their tracks (and was in nas-
tier shape than average). But there was no stop-

ping the Rock Creek, quickly climbing through gul-
lies and loose gravel. If on the verge of slipping,
the system would dig right in. Our speed was very
consistent, while the action beneath our feet was
complex and dramatic—very impressive.

We’ve long associated top-view monitors (now
more common) with Nissan, as they were the first
we experienced and because they have been one
of the best since day one. These are a minor mira-
cle in daily use, but can be a big one on the trail.
We took full advantage of them while doing a
seven-point-or-so turnaround at the top of this
high off-road spot, familiar to us from many visits,
but enough to make the unfamiliar want a spotting
crew. The cameras’ accuracy is unbeatable, rival-
ing the direct view of mirrors for precision, while
providing far more situational information. 

This is a tough, competitive segment, and Rock
Creek brings a tough and versatile new version of
a proven contender to the mix. Widely balanced
usability is its purpose, augmented and not com-
promised by its special skills. It’s all well imple-
mented and definitely worth a serious look. ■

SPECIFICATIONS
ASSEMBLY .........................Smyrna, Tennessee
ENGINE/TRANS BUILD.............................US / US
PARTS CONTENT ......................US/Canada 50%
SEATS: ROWS/PASSENGERS ..........three/seven;

Rock Creek std 2nd row captain’s chairs
ENGINE........3.5L V6 24v DOHC multipnt dir inj
HP/TORQUE .....(93-oct prem) 295 hp / 270 lb-ft

(regular unleaded 284/259)
COMPRESSION RATIO .................................11.0:1
TRANSMISSION.......8-spd auto, manual mode

w paddles, electronic shift-by-wire select
DRIVETRAIN ...............................Intelligent 4WD
SUSPENSION.............twin tube dual-flow path

shocks; F: indep strut, solid stblzr 
bar 29.0mm; R: multi-link indep, 

hollow tube stblzr bar 28.mm. 
Off-road tuned, Rock Creek only.

STEERING ........................dual-pinion elec pwr,
vehicle-speed asst 

BRAKES..............................F: 13.78x1.18 vented; 
R: 12.99x0.63 solid 

WHEELS/TIRES.......18-in machined alum-alloy 
w black finish; 265/60R18 all-terrain

LENGTH / WHEELBASE ................198.8 / 114.2 in
GROUND CLEARANCE.............Rock Creek 7.7 in

(other trims are 7.1 in)
APPR / DEP / BRKOVER ............18.8 / 22.8 / 19.3º
TURNING CIRCLE ................curb-to-curb 38.7 ft
HEADROOM (F/2/3).................42.3 / 39.6 / 37.8 in
LEGROOM (F/2/3)....................44.3 / 35.5 / 28.0 in
CARGO CAPACITY......max (1 row up) 79.8 cu.ft
WEIGHT .....................................................4605 lb
WEIGHT DISTRIB.......................................56/44%
TOW CAPACITY.............std Rock Creek 6000 lb
FUEL ...............................reg or 93-oct prem unl
FUEL CAPACITY ........................................18.5 gal
MPG ..........................20/23/21 (city/hwy/comb)

BASE PRICE ........................................$43,630
ROCK CREEK INCL: off-road tuned suspension,

18-in wheels w beadlock-styled design, all-
terrain tires, intelligent Around View monitor
w moving object detection & off-road mode,
tubular roof rack, unique front fascia & grille,
LED fog lamps, Rock Creek badging, 2nd row
captain’s chairs, 2nd row removable center
console, leatherette appointed seats w
unique centers & stitching ........................incl

ALL-SEASON: Rock Creek all-season floor liners
and all-season cargo area protector .......340

PREMIUM PAINT .................................................395
DESTINATION CHARGE ..................................1335

TOTAL ...................................................$45,700

2024 NISSAN PATHFINDER LINEUP
FWD 4WD

S ..............................................$35,810 .......$37,710
SV .............................................38,630 .........40,530
Rock Creek ..........................................▼ 43,630
SL ..............................................42,230 .........44,130
Platinum................................48,780 .........50,680
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Nissan Pathfinder Rock Creek will get you through
a normal week and a wilderness weekend—
in style and confidence, and with neither 
at the expense of the other.

Rock Creek is spec’d as having 295 hp and
270 lb-ft of torque on 93-octane premium, or
284 hp and 259 lb-ft with regular. While it
can run on either, further digging sug gests
that any of them can, though more power
comes only to those with i-4WD (the only
Rock Creek build), not to front-drivers.
Since all other versions come with either
drive train, we’re thinking it’s left off specs
for others to avoid clutter and confusion,
though they don’t specifically say this.

READY TO ROCK
BY JOE SAGE



Mercedes-Benz receives approvals for turquoise-colored 
automated vehicle marker lights in California and Nevada

Mercedes-Benz has become the world’s first automotive manufac-
turer to receive permits for special exterior marker lights for au -

tomated vehicles (AVs) in California and Nevada. The California exemp-
tion permit for testing AVs in that state is initially limited to two years.
The Nevada permit applies to model year 2026 produc tion vehicles and
awaits future statutory modification with the state legislature.

Both permits allow Mercedes-Benz to gain insights into the interac-
tion of AVs and other road users. The inclusion of marker lights aims to
achieve public acceptance of automated driving, while also contribut-
ing to road safety, making the automated system’s status clearly visible
from the exterior. It also allows law enforcement to identify the sys-
tem’s status and determine whether drivers are permitted to engage in
secondary activities during the conditionally automated journey

In accordance with SAE J3134 Recommended Practice, turquoise-
colored marker lights for automated driving in California are integrated
into the front and rear lights and outside mirrors in testing vehicles.

The automated driving marker lights will initially be integrated into
testing vehicles in California equipped with DRIVE PILOT, the world’s
first SAE-Level 3 system for conditionally automated driving with inter-
nationally valid type approval. DRIVE PILOT received certification in
Ger many in 2021 and separate certifications in Nevada and California
in 2023. DRIVE PILOT has al ready been available for orders in Germany
since 2022 in the S-Class and the EQS Sedan. The first production vehi-
cles make their US debut on the freeways of California and Nevada.

The use of turquoise as the color fulfills two essential criteria that
contributed to this choice: its visibility allows quick detection for other
road users, and it differentiates from existing vehicle lighting, traffic

signals and emergency lighting. Both physiological and psychological
factors attest to higher values in turquoise “in almost all areas” than
other colors. Turquoise is also described in the industry-recommend
practice SAE J3134 “ADS Marker Lamps.” Mercedes-Benz is commit-
ted to globally standardizing the color turquoise as a means to visual-
ize the automated driving state, and toward acceptance of this technol-
ogy. So far, there is no general framework in the US, China or the UN-
ECE (United Nations Economic Commission for Europe).

Mercedes-Benz obtains approval for conditionally automated driving
test license in Beijing to advance in the Chinese market

In December, Mercedes-Benz became one of the first automakers to
re ceive approval for the conditionally automated driving (Level 3) high-

way road test license in Beijing, China. They will begin conditionally au -
tomated driving system testing on designated highways in Beijing while
adhering to its “safety first” principle, actively cooperating with rele-
vant authorities in developing its Level 3 systems for Chi na.

Since 2021, Mercedes-Benz has conducted proving ground tests for
conditionally automated driving systems in China. In China, Mercedes-
Benz integrates its global research and development experience with
a local R&D team, while cooperating with local partners and adapting
to local regulations to deliver tailored products for Chinese customers.

Mercedes-Benz automated driving efforts began in 1986 with adap-
tive cruise control testing. Having received the world’s first internation-
ally valid system approval for conditionally automated driving in late
2021, they are today the only OEM with the world’s first internationally
valid system approval for conditionally automated driving and an SAE
Level 4 driverless parking sys tem in place. In China, they have been
conducting proving ground tests of Level 3 systems for years. ■
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Mercedes-Benz pushes forward with autonomous
New programs in California, Nevada and China on track to impact us all
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We don’t usually put in special requests,
but wondered what might be available

for a potential drive trip one week, with good fuel
economy, to cover some distance, and four-wheel
drive for likely wintry weather. They were thought-
ful to realize we also might like to arrive in some-
thing nice. Their answer? A 2023 Lexus UX 250h. 

The UX is a subcompact, the smallest of seven
crossovers and SUVs from Lexus (or 14 with drive-
train alternatives), built upon the same basic plat-
form as the immensely successful newest Toyota
Corolla. (In Eur ope and elsewhere, there is also an
even smaller LBX.) The UX lineup for 2024 in the US
runs from $35,540 to $44,370. The basic power-
train on all is a 181-horsepower 2.0-liter four-cylin-

der hy brid system, shifting via CVT. 
Four trim levels are all available as front-wheel-

or all-wheel-drive (see chart, lower right). Though
engine horsepower is moderate, overall pow er and
performance are augmented on all via two electric
motor-generators—one starter-generator that al -
so as sists en gine speed, and one for drive wheel
assist and re generative braking. All-wheel drive
versions, like ours, add a third one to drive the rear
wheels only, adding stability control for enhanced
cornering and traction as needed in various slick
and/or dry performance conditions. 

We had had a 2022 UX a year earlier, an at-the-
time top trim 250h Lux u ry hybrid, but the lineup has
changed. All are now 250h hy brids (as that and

this have both been), and in stead of Luxury, as on
the 2022, the top trim is now F SPORT Hand ling (as
driven here), one of two F SPORT variants. 

Hop in. The UX feels bigger inside than its sub-
compact category might suggest, though you can
reach around the cabin easily. You could comfort-
ably take a long drive with passengers, with plen-
ty of leg room and headroom up front, even more
headroom though less legroom in the rear. Instru -
ments and controls provide a driver-centric experi-
ence, while materials and fin i shes are all generous,
in line with the Lexus premium brand\s.

The F SPORT Handling trim is feature-rich, with
Bi-LED headlamps, 8-speaker premium audio, Ap -
ple-Android-Alexa connectivity, four USB ports, op   -

tional heads-up display, wireless charging, 10-way
driver’s seat with two-way lumbar, and much more.
The sexy Circuit Red and black interior on our sam-
ple is both rich and sporty.

The Lexus UX has not a ble pep at the first touch
of the pedal, showing off a system that performs
beyond its raw numbers, generally holding its own
even among the aggres sive fellow travelers on our
freeways (even reasonable high-torque electrics).
Around town, it turns on a dime, its 34.2-foot turn-
ing circle a particularly notable treat. 

In addition to normal, sport and eco, the UX has
an EV mode, available in “cer tain conditions.” Toy -
o ta-Lexus truly are masters of the hybrid power-
train. The UX starts up silently, runs smoothly and
goes dead quiet at a light, as you’d expect from an
auto start-stop, but here the EV mode does its
wonders, using that power to come back to life

smoothly and immediately; you won’t even notice
when the engine itself kicks back in.

Though we ended up not driving it that couple
of thousand miles to take full advantage of its
40ish-mpg fuel mile age, we had a great week of
routine runs in the Lexus UX 250h F SPORT AWD.

There are two ways a shopper might arrive at
the Lexus UX. One is to be a premium buyer, but
curious about something smaller and more fuel-
economical. The other is to be a small vehicle buy -
er who does not want to be constrained to low end
flavor or features. The UX is a great solution, with
no compromise for either—rather, it delivers the
exact value-quality-content formula anyone would
seek. No matter how you slice it, the Lexus UX of -
fers plenty, point by point. By price or by
specs, it is more than the
sum of it parts. ■

SPECIFICATIONS
ASSEMBLY ...........Miyawaka, Fukuoka, Japan
SEATING ..........................................................five
BUILD ..........unitized body; alum doors, hood,

front fenders; polymer-alum rear hatch
HYBRID DRIVE SYSTEM ..............series-parallel

gasoline-electric hybrid w two drive
motor-generators (plus a third MG)

ENGINE ......2.0L inline-4, 16v DOHC EFI dir inj,
VVT-iE VVT-i Atkinson cycle, alum block 

w steel liners, alum cylinder head
COMPRESSION RATIO .................................14.0:1
MOTOR-GENERATORS:

MG1:........generator, starter, engine speed
MG2: ................drives wheels, brake regen
MGR: .drives rear wheels, stability control

TOTAL SYSTEM POWER .............................181 hp
TORQUE................................................not stated
TRANSMISSION .............................................CVT
FINAL DRIVE RATIOS..............(F/R) 3.605 / 10.487
0-TO-60 / TOP SPEED ..............8.4 sec / 110 mph
BATTERY PACK ........... 180-cell Ni-MH (nickel- 

metal hybrid), 216V, 24 kW
DRIVETRAIN ................................(e-FOUR) AWD
DRIVE MODES .....sport-normal-eco / EV Drive
SUSPENSION....................F: MacPherson strut;

R: double wishbone
STEERING......rack & pinion, column-mtd elec
BRAKES...................F: 12.0 vented, R: 11.1 solid
WHEELS ....................18x7J 5-spoke alum alloy 

dark premium metallic w machine finish
TIRES .............225/50RF18 all-season run-flats
LENGTH / WHEELBASE ............176.97 / 103.94 in
GROUND CLEARANCE..........................not stated
TURNING CIRCLE.........................................34.2 ft
HEADROOM (F/R) .......w/moonrf 35.75 / 36.38 in
LEGROOM (F/R).............................42.05 / 33.13 in
CARGO CAPACITY ......... (above deck)17.1 cu.ft
.................................(+ below deck) 21.73 cu.ft 
WEIGHT / DISTRIBUTION....3605 lb / F/R 57/43%
FUEL / CAPACITY......................regular / 10.6 gal
MPG ..........................41/38/39 (city/hwy/comb)

BASE PRICE (2023).............................$43,605
F SPORT HANDLING: 18-in F Sport wheels, dark

roof rails, moonroof, color keyed over-fend-
ers, black roof, heated/vented F Sport front
seats w memory, LED fog & cornering lamps,
headlamp leveling, auto-dim (driver’s side) &
heated mirrors w memory, rain sensing wip -
ers, alum scuff plates, adaptive variable sus -
pension, active sound control ...................incl

PREMIUM PAINT .................................................595
HEADS-UP DISPLAY............................................900
WIRELESS CHARGER ............................................75
INTUITIVE PARKING ASSIST..............................565
POWER REAR DOOR W KICK SENSOR ..............565
DESTINATION CHARGE ..................................1150

TOTAL ...................................................$47,440
2023 model; prices have increased; see chart.

LEXUS UX 250h LINEUP (2024)
...................................................FWD............AWD

(base).....................................$35,540 .......$36,940
Premium ...............................38,000 .........39,400
F SPORT Design................38,000 .........39,400
F SPORT Handling ...........42,970....▼ 44,370

GREAT FROM 
ANY ANGLE
SMALL CROSSOVER 
EFFICIENCY IN A
HIGH-END BUILD
BY JOE SAGE
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T he Sphere opened in September 2023 and has already become perhaps
the most widely recognized landmark in Las Vegas. Considering its icon-

ic competition, that is really saying something. It is so large, colorful and bright
that it dominates the Las Vegas Skyline day and night.

Sphere Entertainment Company describes the Sphere as “a next-generation
entertainment medium that is redefining the future of live entertainment pow-
ered by cutting-edge technologies, that ignites the senses and transports audi-
ences to places both real and imagined. U2’s The Edge calls it ‘a canvas of
unparalleled scale.’ Whatever you see at Sphere, it’s going to be unlike any-
thing else. The Sphere Experience starts with Aura, our real-life humanoid
robot, who will take you on a tour into the future of technology. The Experience
continues with a specially commissioned film by acclaimed director, Darren
Aronofsky, to ‘immerse (yourself) in the wonder, awe and beauty of the natu-
ral world.’ Part sci-fi story, part nature documentary, Postcard From Earth takes
advantage of all Sphere’s experiential technologies to make you feel like
you’re anywhere but Las Vegas.”

These descriptions by the company do not come close to describing the ab -
solutely mind-blowing, unbelievably immersive experience that awaits you at
the $2.3 billion, 17,600-seat Sphere. Try to imagine that you are seated in a
real ly HUGE dome, and on the inside of that dome is the equivalent of an ultra-
high-resolution OLED TV screen—so clear, sharp and realistic that it is like ac -
tually being where the shots were taken.

That realism is amplified by Sphere Immersive Sound: the world’s largest
concert-grade audio system, which was specifically developed for Sphere’s

unique curved interior. This custom-designed audio technology, which includes
167,000 individually amplified loudspeaker drivers, makes the Sphere’s audio
unlike that of any other venue in the world, providing audio with unmatched
clarity and precision to every guest, no matter where they are seated. It is like
the sounds that you are hearing come precisely from where the sources are
that you are seeing on the huge video dome.

That’s not all. The Sphere has its own weather, that includes wind effects to
accompany what you see happening in the dome, and the seats vibrate to fur-
ther enhance your experience.

Postcard From Earth will take you on a breathtaking journey through space
and around the world. I have had the extreme pleasure of seeing it twice: once
while seated high up in the middle area of the stadium seating, and the sec-
ond time while seated very low down and also in the middle of the stadium
seat ing area—without a doubt, the best place from which to view the show.
While sitting up high in a relatively small IMAX dome can avoid next strain, the
SPHERE is so much larger that you can comfortably turn and look around.

If you want to check it out for yourself on a visit to Las Vegas, be aware that
it can be a lot farther away than it looks. I had decided to take what I expect-
ed to be a short walk over to take some photos. By the time that I realized it
was not a short walk, I had already walked so far, it made no sense to turn
around, go back to get my car and drive over there. Lesson learned.

The Sphere will host a wide variety of events and experiences, including
concerts and residencies from the world’s biggest artists. The company is hav-
ing discussions regarding the development of Sphere in other cities.

Ticket prices for Postcard From Earth currently range from $69 to $249, and
the price gets significantly higher as the date and time of the show approach-
es and tickets sell, so reserve early. For more information about the Las Vegas
Sphere, visit www.thespherevegas.com. ■

Las Vegas Sphere— 
a modern wonder of the world
by Jan Wagner / AutoMatters & More



figured we’d love the Electrified GV70 (EV). But the
comparison turned out to be more complex.”

And in short, that’s pretty much what we expe-
rienced with the Electrified G80 sedan.

This sample was a 2023. With a base price the
same for 2023 or 2024, about $80,000, our only op -
tion was Verbier White matte paint ($1500).

A healthy 365 horsepower is sent to all four
wheels, 50-50 front/rear, with a massive 516 lb-ft
of torque. Its 350kW rapid charge time is just 22
min utes from 10 to 80 percent (or about seven and
a half hours on 240V), sufficient for many people’s
daily drivers overnight. Range is just 282 miles, a
healthy number when released, but not a lot for an
otherwise great open road cruiser, as this spec is
growing rapidly in the industry. Cargo volume of
just over 10 cubic feet is also quite small for a car
this size and for any long distance mission.

The G80 sedan occupies a high position,

executive class in size, just below the flagship G90
full-size se dan (top Genesis sedans and SUVs kind
of share flagship status, depending upon perspec-
tive). By any measure, they are a tremendous value
for content and prestige delivered for the dollar.

By definition, the Electrified G80 was the first
effort at an EV by Genesis. The evolutionary state
of things might make you think about waiting for
its clean-sheet EV replacement. How ever, with
sedan volumes lower than SUVs and likely to stay
that way, you’ll do best to give the Electrified G80
a try. By definition, it is the state of the art. ■
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Genesis is taking what can be seen as ei ther
an evolutionary or a two-prong approach —

or both—in developing their electric vehicle line -
ups. On the one hand are pure EVs, built on all-new,
dedicated, purpose-engineered platforms. On the
other are previously existing models, adapted to re -
place their gasoline powertrains with equally pure
fully battery electric power, along with revised ar -
chi tecture to work in concert with it.

To stir things up, Genesis calls their adapted ve -
hicles “Electrified”—a term used by most of the
in dustry as an umbrella for hybrids and plug-in hy -
brids, as well as for full EVs themselves, presum-
ably hoping to catch EV interest via familiar and
longstanding (though evolv ing) technologies. And
that’s okay. It’s just lingo. But it sells these Genesis
full EVs short, and it could confuse the consumer.

Neither approach seems to have more of a com-

mitment than the other. The Electrified G80 (an EV
adaptation of the gasoline model) was revealed in
April 2021—the brand’s first-ever EV, first-ever ap -
pearance at Auto Shanghai and first-ever new pro -
duct reveal outside Korea. Then came the dedicat-
ed-EV-platform GV60 (with new, distinctly different
styling) in Au gust, followed by the Elec trified GV70
(another gas oline model adaptation) in November.

We’ve driven the other two before (see GV60 in
our Jan uary-February 2023 issue, Electrified GV70
in Sep tember-October 2023). The GV60 was more
of a pure experience, as you might expect—both
in en gineering and all-important general presence
—with the Electrified GV70’s balance and hand -
ling, superbly engineered though they may be, giv-
ing hints of its adapted nature. 

While you should of course drive both for your-
self, our thoughts after the Electrified GV70 had

been that “fine points aside, the Electrified GV70
may be less a look at itself and more a look at the
bigger picture. As the clean-sheet EV trend contin-
ues apace, this ‘Electrified’ model will ultimately
surely prove to be a transitional effort.”

Seen this way, the transitional naming scheme
starts to make sense. There is still room for confu-
sion in the lineup, though, as the names of original
pure gasoline models or the newest dedicated-plat -
form EVs include nothing to indicate what they are
— only the “Elec trified” EV adaptations do. It seems
the whole lineup (and the EV push itself) would
benefit by adding “EV” to the GV60 and any others
in the pipeline, at least until that’s all there is. 

In short, our take on the Electrified GV70 had
been that “having already apparently joined most
of the world in loving the (high ly
awarded) gas oline GV70, we
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The
first-ever
original
BY JOE SAGE

SPECIFICATIONS
ASSEMBLY ..........................Ulsan, South Korea
MOTOR/TRANS BUILD...........S Korea / S Korea
PARTS CONTENT.....S Korea 95% / US/Can 2%
MOTORS .............272 kW: F: 136 kW; R: 136 kW
POWER .......................................................365 hp
TORQUE ...................................................516 lb-ft
BATTERY ...................524V lithium-ion polymer,

87.2 kWh, 307 kw output
BATTERY WEIGHT ..................................1204.2 lb
TRANSMISSION...........single-speed reduction

gear, shift-by-wire
DRIVETRAIN..................................................AWD
SUSPENSION ........electronic w road preview; 

F: multi-link, high-performance gas shock;
R: multi-link, high-performance gas shock

STEERING .....motor driven pwr asst rack-mtd
BRAKES ....F: 14.2 vented, 4-piston, integrated 

electronic boost; R: 14.2 vented, single-
piston, integrated electronic boost

WHEELS .........aluminum: F: 19x8.5J; R: 19x9.5J
TIRES ........................F: 245/45R19; R: 275/40R19 
LENGTH / WHEELBASE ................197.0 / 118.5 in
HEADROOM (F/R)..............................40.3 / 36.6 in
LEGROOM (F/R).................................42.1 / 35.9 in
TURNING CIRCLE, GROUND CLEARANCE..........na
CARGO CAPACITY ..................................10.8 cu.ft
WEIGHT .....................................................5038 lb
CHARGING TIME .......AC std 110V / 10A: 80 hrs

240V / 48A (10-100%) : 7 hrs 22 min
350kW Rapid Charge (10-80%) 22 min

RANGE ...................................................282 miles
MPGe ......................105/89/97 (city/hwy/comb)

BASE PRICE ........................................$79,825
PAINT: Verbier White (matte).........................1500
DESTINATION CHARGE ..................................1125

TOTAL ...................................................$82,450
2023 model; 2024 prices not yet released.

GENESIS G80 LINEUP (*2023/24)
GASOLINE (*2024)
2.5T AWD : 300-HP 4-CYL .......................$54,150
3.5T AWD : 375-HP TWIN TURBO V6 .......64,000
ELECTRIC (*2023)
Electrified G80 AWD .......................▼79,825

We had a high level of annoyance from
some of the interface features—a great

many boops and beeps for ghost
reasons, and a nav voice determined

to endlessly announce it was
recalculating a route we had not

entered and, try as we might,
never could defeat.



The American Honda Collection Hall
showcases key landmark products

highlighting the success story of Honda in
America, which began in Southern Cali for -
nia in 1959. The facility provides an op por -
tunity to im merse yourself and your fam -
ily in Honda historical, current and fu ture
products, fueled by the Power of Dreams.

Previously this diverse gallery of auto-
mobiles, motorcycles, power equipment,
marine engines and race cars was only
available for private viewing. Now it is
being opened to the public. 

When you visit, you’ll travel back to
1959 as you enter the Pico Room, an
entrance themed after the original Honda
headquarters in Los Angeles. Back then,

Honda only produced mo torcycles,
including the Benly, the Dream and the
best-selling motorized vehicle of all time,
the Super Cub.

Since then, Honda has become an
American leader in automobiles, includ-
ing the Acura brand, powersports, power
equipment, marine engines and even a
jet airplane, while continuing to innovate
for the future. A self-guided tour includes
narrated videos, photos and displays.

You can explore the museum free of
charge during Public Days, as well as dur-
ing Cars, Bikes & Coffee events on select
Sat urdays, when owners display their own
enthusiast vehicles. (The Hall is not open
dur ing other weekends.)

LOCATION
The American Honda Collection Hall—featuring
special exhibits, the Power of Dreams Café and a
merchandise store—is located in the lobby of
Honda’s US headquarters:

American Honda Motor Co., Inc.
1919 Torrance Blvd
Torrance CA 90501
310-783-2000

CARS, BIKES & COFFEE EVENTS
On the third Saturday of every other month, visi-
tors are encouraged to drive or ride their own in -
teresting vehicle or motorcycle (all brands are wel-
come) to show off while enjoying the company of
other enthusiasts and the Collection Hall. 

Events are Saturdays, 9am to noon.
February 17, April 20, June 15, August 17, 2024 ■
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Two wheels, four and more—all eras
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M azda CX-50, a new model in 2022, has two
quite different engine offerings (though

both 2.5-liter), each in four trim levels. Early infor-
mation had said we’d be getting the lower power-
train, in a lower trim level,the 2.5 S Preferred. This
would contrast well with a top power and top trim
model—the 2.5 Turbo Pre mi um Plus Package—
we had just a year earlier. The 2.5 S would have 73
percent the horsepower (187 vs 256), 58 percent
the torque (186 vs 320) and 57 per cent the tow ca -
pacity (2000 vs 3500 lb), all for 73 percent of the
price ($31,650 vs $43,300).

Having liked last year’s quite a bit, this could be
an interesting comparison. However, it turned out
this CX-50 was again the 2.5 Turbo Pre mi um Plus
Pack  age —98 per cent the same as our other re cent
one. Differences? That was a 2023. As a 2024, this
one has new dampers, aimed at more all-terrain
use, especially in a new Turbo Meridian Edition
with 18-inch wheels (all have an impressive 8.3 to
8.6 inches of ground clearance). And builds later

than ours will also have re calibrated electric pow -
er steering. This one was also a different shade of
grey than last year’s—yes, they were very similar.

Still built in Alabama with Japanese engine and
transmission, tweaks for 2024 have dropped Japa -
nese content from 20 to 15 percent, while raising
Mexi can con tent from 25 to 30 percent.

The new CX-50 is part of a realignment of Maz -
da’s SUV lineup, with new CX-double-digit models
in tertwined with remaining CX-singles. An up dated
visual character is achieved with a lower beltline,
for a long, low, road-hugging look, though compar-
ison of old and new specs is closer than they look.

As noted last year, features are solid, and power
is ample. The turbo’s ability to run on regular or
premium gas, not completely uncommon but here
with a meaningful difference in power, is a useful
trick. We found some elements of the interface
frustrating, though we’ve heard these are still be -
ing improved. One disappointment for us was the
audio system, surprisingly weak for a Bose Cen ter -
point unit. (Although you can always spend on cus-
tom audio, we hope they’re addressing this.)

We had given last year’s a few miles’ run on a
loose and rutted un paved road, despite its 20-inch
all-season tires, which gave us a feel for its strong
potential with Turbo Meridian Edition 18-inchers.

As noted last year, the redesign earns an A-plus
and is on track to not only be in step with the
times, but to redefine them.

We’d still be interested in trying the lower pow-
ertrain. Or, for that matter, we’d be interested in
giv ing the Turbo Meridian Edition with its 18-inch
wheels a solid run. Perhaps we’ll have a chance at
one of this year’s comparos. Note that the CX-50
scored significant awards at those in 2022. ■

Percentages
BY JOE SAGE

SPECIFICATIONS 
ASSEMBLY............................................Madison, Alabama
ENGINE / TRANSMISSION...........................Japan / Japan
PARTS CONTENT.....50% US-Can, 30% Mex, 15% Japan 
ENGINE.........................SKYACTIV-G® 2.5L w twin scroll

turbocharger, alum alloy block/head
HP/TORQUE ........................(87 octane) 227 hp / 310 lb-ft

.........................................(93 octane) 256 hp / 320 lb-ft
COMPRESSION RATIO ..............................................10.5:1
TRANSMISSION ....................SKYACTIV-Drive 6-spd auto
DRIVETRAIN .................................................i-ACTIV AWD
MODES .................................Mi-Drive sport/off-road/tow
SUSPENSION .........F: MacPherson strut; R: torsion beam
STEERING ......................................elec pwr rack & pinion
BRAKES..........................F: 12.8 vented; R: 12.8 solid disc 
WHEELS / TIRES ...............20-in alloy / P245/45 R20 m+s 
LENGTH / WHEELBASE.............................185.8 / 110.8 in
GROUND CLEARANCE ...............................................8.3 in
TURNING CIRCLE .....................................................36.0 ft
HEADROOM (F/R) ..........................................38.6 / 37.5 in
LEGROOM (F/R) .............................................41.7 / 39.8 in
CARGO CAPACITY ....................................31.4 / 56.3 cu.ft
CURB WEIGHT ........................................................3913 lb
TOW CAPACITY ......................................................3500 lb
FUEL / CAPACITY............87 reg unl or 93 prem / 15.0 gal
MPG .........................................24/30/27 (city/hwy/comb)

BASE PRICE .....................................................$43,300
PAINT: Machine Gray Metallic.............................................595
TURBO PREMIUM PLUS PKG: heated rear seats, 360º mon-

itor, traffic jam assist, front & rear parking sensors,
smart brake support rear, blind spot assist, Mazda nav,
wireless charge, traffic sign recog, frame auto-dim rear
mirror w Home link, auto-dim driver side mirror.........incl

DESTINATION CHARGE ..............................................1375

TOTAL................................................................$45,270

2024 MAZDA CX-50 LINEUP
SKYACTIV-G 2.5L 4-cyl, AWD, 187 hp, 186 lb-ft, 2000 lb tow

2.5 S Select...........................................................$30,300
2.5 S Preferred ................................................(▼) 31,650
2.5 S Premium ........................................................34,000
2.5 S Premium Plus ...............................................37,500

SKYACTIV-G 2.5L w twin scroll turbo, AWD, 3500 lb tow
(87 oct) 227 hp, 310 lb-ft; (93 oct) 256 hp, 320 lb-ft
2.5 Turbo ................................................................$38,000
2.5 Turbo Meridian Edition ..................................40,800
2.5 Turbo Premium Package ...............................41,300
2.5 Turbo Premium Plus Package.................▼ 43,300



▼ Audi has started the manufacture of
electric motors for the Premium Platform
Electric (PPE), to be used for the first time
in the Audi Q6 e-tron series, in Gyor, Hun -
gary. Production of the first fully electric
Audi model was scheduled to start at the
Ingolstadt headquarters, where the com-
pany has set up its own battery assembly
facility, by the end of the year. In Gyor,
Audi Hungaria produces stators and trans-
mission components in a completely new
15,000-square-meter production area,
where axles for the PPE are also assem-
bled. Product testing also takes place in
Gyor. In addition to the electric motors for
the PPE that powers the Audi Q6 e-tron
series, Gyor also builds the drive system
for the Audi Q8 e-tron. An additional pro-
duction area is being set up for electric
motors that will be used in vehicles based
on the MEBeco (modular electric drive
tool kit) for Volkswagen Group. Audi has
installed three new lines to produce the
electric motors for the PPE. The produc-
tion line for stators has 28 work steps, the
one for transmission components has 15.
One axle alone requires 190 individual
steps to assemble. Around 700 employees
are involved in production. In terms of
series production, the employees in Gyor
work in three shifts to build up to 2,000
electric motors per day for the PPE. The
site supplies both Audi and Porsche. Com -
pared to the previous electric motor as -
sembly facility, the vertical range of pro-
duction has been increased once again.
Audi Production is using the transition to

e-mobility to comprehensively transform
its global production network and has a
clear vision for the Manufacturing of the
future with the 360factory, modernizing,
digitalizing and transforming its existing
plants. Production in Gyor has been net
car bon neutral since 2020; the site has
Europe’s largest roof-mounted photovolta-
ic system and is Hungary’s biggest indus-
trial geothermal energy consumer. To
make transporting the electric motors for

the PPE from Gyor to Ingolstadt net car-
bon neutral, Audi relies on the transport
and logistics company DB Cargo. Audi
Hun garia is one of the largest investors in
Hungarian industry, currently employing
ap proximately 12,000 people.

▼ “Real-Life Safety” is the safety philoso-
phy of Mercedes-Benz Group, who have
been conducting systematic ac cident

research for more than 50 years, with the
aim of building vehicles that are not only
convincing in defined crash-test scenar-
ios, but also in real-life road accidents. In
addition to protecting vehicle occupants,
the focus also includes the safety of all
road users outside the vehicle. The goal is
Vision Zero: no more accidents involving
Mercedes-Benz vehicles by 2050. Over 40
active assistance systems currently avail-
able include Active Brake Assist with pe -
destrian detection, which has helped to
reduce accidents involving pedestrians
and cyclists for many years and applies to
typical driving speeds both in and out of
town. The system can give visual and
acoustic warnings of an impending colli-
sion in front of the vehicle, either from
intersecting or oncoming vehicles. If a dri -
ver brakes too lightly, the system can pro-
vide assistance and increase braking force
accordingly, or if a driver fails to react at
all, will initiate emergency braking. In the
current generation of vehicles, Active
Brake Assist uses camera and/or radar-
based sensor technology to detect pedes-
trians and cyclists in front of the vehicle in

the direction of travel. Now, Mercedes-
Benz has achieved another active safety
milestone: Since 2012, more than 10 mil-
lion of all Mercedes-Benz passenger cars
sold worldwide have been equipped with
the pedestrian emergency braking sys-
tem. Pedestrians are considered unpro-
tected road users as they are not equipped
with airbags, seat belts or protective cloth-
ing. In the US, their share of the total num-
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ber of traffic fatalities in 2021 was 17 per-
cent according to the National Highway
Traf fic Safety Administration, while a 2022
study by the American Insurance Insti tute
for Highway Safety concluded that vehi-

cles equipped with a pedestrian emer-
gency braking system have a 27 percent
lower rate of accidents involving pedestri-
ans than vehicles without such technolo-
gy. Mercedes-Benz introduced the first
Brake Assist System (BAS) in 1996, with
ad ditional development throughout subse-
quent years. Since 2021, Active Brake As -
sist has been standard equipment on all
new Mercedes-Benz car models. From
2024, these will be mandatory in the EU
for every newly registered car. Future as -
sistance systems will be even more pow-
erful thanks to increasingly advanced sen-
sors and help from artificial intelligence. It
is already apparent that active assistance
systems make an important contribution
to protecting pedestrians and cyc lists in
particular, the vulnerable road users.

▼ Porsche AG and Swedish energy start-
up H2 Green Steel have signed an agree-
ment for the supply of CO2-reduced steel,
aiming to further improve the emissions
balance of Porsche vehicles. H2 Green
Steel plans to produce steel in Boden, Swe -
den, starting by the end of 2025, using an
innovative production process with hydro-
gen and electricity from renewable energy
sources. The material will have one of the
lowest carbon footprints on the market.
Porsche and various direct suppliers of
production material are to be supplied
with low-emission steel from H2 Green
Steel from 2026. According to H2 Green
Steel, their process results in up to 95 per-
cent lower CO emissions than convention-

al steel production with coking coal. Up to
35,000 tons of the low-emission steel pro-
duced in Sweden are to be used per year
for the series production of Porsche vehi-
cles. By comparison, 220,000 tons of steel

were used in Porsche vehicles in 2022.
The proportion of steel in Porsche’s vehi-
cles has been continuously reduced in
recent years, as they increasingly rely on
aluminum for lightweight construction,
while steel remains a key element in
sports car construction, due to its the
excellent mechanical properties. 

▼ DriveOhio, the smart mobility hub of
the Ohio Department of Transportation

(ODOT), has awarded over $700,000 for a
two-year research project led by Honda
and three technology partners—i-Probe
Inc, the University of Cincinnati and Par -
sons—to develop a road condition man-
agement system that will use vehicle-gen-
erated data to identify and report hazar -

dous road conditions in that state. Honda
will lead the project, leveraging re search it
conducted in 2022 and the Honda Drive
Data Service from Honda Motor Co, Ltd,
with the funding to cover project work by
the three partners. ODOT is responsible
for nearly 50,000 lane miles and almost
45,000 bridges across the state. In addi-
tion to in creased efficiencies and potential
cost savings for the state of Ohio, the proj-
ect could help make roads safer and re -
duce costs to consumers associated with
vehicle dam age due to road hazards, with
early identification of issues like potholes
or damaged guardrails enabling ODOT’s
maintenance crews to respond faster and
make repairs before conditions worsen.
Ve hicle-generated data can also instantly
link inspectors to near-real-time informa-
tion, potentially reducing the need for
time-consuming visual inspections. The in -
itiative will build on a pilot program con-
ducted by the Honda Research Institute in
2022, which evaluated a road condition
management system using GPS coordi-
nates and cameras to collect real-time
road condition information. During the
new two-year project, Honda test vehicles
equipped with Advanced Driver Assistive
Systems (ADAS) will collect road condition
data on select routes, which will be ana-
lyzed and evaluated to pinpoint roadway

damage and inform road maintenance op -
erations. In the future, ADAS-equipped ve -
hicles could become part of an active road
maintenance system that collects anon -
ymized road hazard information for analy-
sis and appropriate action by road mainte-
nance crews in any number of locales. ■
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Audi Hungaria
PPE Plant

Porsche 
CO2-reduced 
steel

10 years and 10 million Mercedes-Benz vehicles 
with pedestrian emergency braking system



Arizona Concours d’Elegance winners

Nissan Z NISMO Subaru Crosstrek Wilderness

Road trip: Superior - Boyce Arboretum
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Sally McNulty - Arizona racer and race car builder

Audi Q8 e-tron Ram 2500 Rebel Crew Cab 4x4

Arizona Auction Week results and highlights




